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Locations and Contact

LA Studios
3453 Cahuenga West
Hollywood, CA  90068

Margarita Mix Hollywood
6838 Romaine Street
Hollywood, CA  90038

Margarita Mix de Santa Monica
1661 Lincoln Blvd. Suite 101
Santa Monica, CA  90404

“One of the reasons we think Half-Life 2 is creating such a stir 
is the quality of acting in the audio performances...LA Studios’ 
contribution to Half-Life 2 helped us surpass our hopes for creating 
well-rounded, original characters.” - Bill Van Buren, Project Lead, 
Valve

“As the gaming industry continues to grow and evolve, consumers 
demand higher quality in every aspect of their experience...The 
sounds, the effects, the voices, all need to be as realistic and 
consistent with their environment as possible.  Margarita Mix 
Hollywood ensures that the audio quality supports and raises the 
gaming experience.“ - Lev Chapelsky, GM \ Partner, Blindlight
 
“It comes down to the professionalism that everyone at Margarita 
Mix Hollywood brings to the table...They have the best equipment, 
environment and people available.” - Dawn Hershey, C.S.A., 
Blindlight

IT made sense to partner with Margarita Mix for the audio portion 
of the project...they made all the latest technology available to us.” 
- Brigette Whisnant, Senior Producer, Fallon

“(Margarita Mix)...was a natural choice for us when choosing an 
audio post facility...The mixers are phenomenally talented and 
really helped make this series a great success.” - Brian DiLorenzo, 
EP \ Director, Fallon 3

www.lastudios.com

GM LA Studios
janec@lastudios.com

[T] 323.851.6351

GM MM Hollywood
geoff@lastudios.com

[T] 323.962.6565

GM MM Santa Monica
jonathan@lastudios.com

[T] 310.396.3333

LA STUDIOS VIDEO GAME 
EXPERIENCE

“CSI”
“24”

Star Wars: Battlefront
Star Wars: Empire at War

Star Wars: Episode 3
Knights of the Republic 2

Guild Wars
Galaxies

Indiana Jones
Mercenaries

Republic Commandos
Halo 2

Half Life 2



COMPANY VISION
We strive to ease the lives of game developers, and elevate the sound elements and voice recordings of games by providing superior audio post 

production, in a creative, collaborative, and technically advanced environment.

and had fostered strong relationships with 
Hollywood talent.  LA Studios was able to 
successfully cater to a niche in commercial 
radio.  The studio was set up to record 
jingles during the day and fi nish mixes at 
night but eventually swapped as demand 
for mixing increased dramatically. During 
that time, in a bold move to elevate the 
perceived status of audio and mixing, 
LA Studios introduced a new tune to the 
Hollywood scene.  The studios placed a 
large investment towards construction of an 
environment-focused recording studio.  A 
prestigious retreat which treated clientele 
with respect and unexpected white-glove 
handling.  The venture was an instant 
success, provoking an incredible response 
from clientele, and forcing LA Studios to build 
fi ve additional recording suites to keep up 
with demand.

As television and video demand increased, 
ad agency clients began asking for 
facilities to mix television spots.  LA Studios 
responded to their constituents by converting 
two of their radio rooms to handle video, mix 
to picture and added a complement of video 
components to their machine room.  As the 

Gil Grissom played by William Petersen as recorded by Margarita Mix Hollywood 
CSI 3: Dimensions of Murder printed with permission © UBISOFT 

Services Provided :     EVERYTHING AUDIO
VO Recording
Sound Design
 Foley Work
 Looping
 Sound FX
Ambience
Instant Access Sound FX Libraries (50,000 + tracks)
Post Design, Mixing
TASA Certifi ed 5.1 Multi-Channel Mixing
Local, National, International ISDN connections
Phone Patch
Stock Music Licensing
Secure FTP communications
+ more +

Access and Connections to:
Talent 
Music Houses 
Original Orchestrations
Sound Libraries

Jesse P. Meli
President and CEO
L.A. Studios, Inc.

Geoff Nathanson
General Manager

Margarita Mix Hollywood

Developers serious about the immersive experience in gaming are serious about their audio.  Though audio may been historically regarded by some 
as a necessary evil, audio is beginning to receive the attention and appreciation it deserves in development cycles.  Sound adds tremendous branding 
support to a product, and is the catalyst in triggering emotional reactions inherent in an immersive experience.  However, effective employment of sound 
requires audio expertise.  Sound design is as much an art as the visuals of a product, and demands thorough planning, pre-thought, and prowess to 
make it as productive as possible.
Margarita Mix, of LA Studios, serves the gaming industry a balanced mix of perfectly aged experience and an intoxicating blend of expertise.

First Impressions
Recently, I was invited to spend some time in Hollywood with Geoff Nathanson, the general manager at Margarita Mix.  From the moment I stepped out 
of the cobbled front valet entrance and through the front door (a hand-carved, imported single-piece rounded-wood door) I knew this audio facility was 
quite unique. I was immediately met by Geoff and escorted through the waiting area plush with esoteric decor and overfl owing bowls of cashews, past 
various statuettes and towards the back offi ces.  Seating was abundant but never matter-of-fact in the studio.  Each piece of furniture looked original, 
a bit exotic, and (I’m fairly certain) quite expensive.  In Geoff Nathanson’s offi ce, I was introduced to ‘The Chief’ of LA Studios, Jesse P. Meli: a thick, 
charismatic character with a meaty voice and perpetually energetic demeanor.   We quickly retired to one of the six internal recording studios to talk 
about gaming, current trends, and the resources Margarita Mix and LA Studios bring to bear for the gaming industry.

History of LA Studios and Margarita Mix
LA Studios was founded in 1980, a small audio studio handling primarily commercial radio jingles.  Back in the 80’s it was diffi cult business to establish a 
Hollywood audio name.  Many large facilities had been around since the 50’s catering to TV series (i.e. the “I Love Lucy”/Glen Glenn Sound relationship) 
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video industry continued to boom, they recognized the need to expand into another 
facility simply to keep pace with the demand for the unique audio experience LA Studios 
had created.  They decided to push the envelope of their ‘environment concept’ and 
take it to another level.  Margarita Mix in Hollywood was born.  The goal: to build a 
three-room studio with a Hacienda Resort look and feel.  Once completed, the studio 
was immediately booked solid forcing the studio to expand two more recording rooms in 
the fi rst three months.

In the aftermath of the 1994 Northridge earthquake, many commercial clientele 
picked up and moved to Santa Monica and Venice.  Margarita Mix and LA Studios, 
unwilling to abandon the sizeable investment in the facilities, answered by opening a 
third studio on the west side. Margarita Mix, Santa Monica opened in 1999 to service 
their commercial clientele which had relocated west.  Concurrently, LA Studios in 
Universal City began making a name catering to the steamrolling animation business 
and additional Hollywood demands. LA Studios became branded as the place to go for 
VO (Voice Over) recording as celebrity and pro VO talent became exposed to the LA 
Studios-experience.  Their impressive Hollywood rap sheet continues even today as 
the company client list includes power hitters Disney, Warner Brothers, Dreamworks, 
and 20th Century Fox, to name a few. In addition to animation, radio, and television, 
Margarita Mix cut a niche into the DVD market and has become well established for 
their work in added-value product. Though interested for a long time in the prospects 
of working with the gaming industry, it wasn’t until several years ago that Margarita Mix 
threw their proverbial hat into the ring.  And, even then, interestingly enough, it was the 
gaming industry that came calling.

Bringing Game to the Gaming Industry
LA Studios had been trying to tap in to the gaming industry for several years, but the 
timing never seemed quite right for an effective cross-over.  When game development 
publishers began approaching celebrities and A-list talent regarding development 
involvement and VO recording for high-profi le titles, it was the celebrity talent that 
brought game companies into Margarita Mix.  A seasoned understanding of how to 
keep VO talent at their working best became their ticket into gaming circles.
In the past several years Margarita Mix /LA Studios has unleashed their high-proof 
potency onto the gaming scene.  LA Studios was responsible for the VO recording on 
a highly anticipated title that received rave audio reviews: Half Life 2.  Margarita Mix 
recorded the audio for such blockbuster games as Star Wars Battlefront, Empire at War, 
and Episode 3. In addition, Margarita Mix was most recently involved with a few more 
high-profi le titles including CSI 3 “Dimensions of Murder”, and 24, based on the hit TV 
series.

Setting the Stage
“The difference in recording at Margarita Mix is like recording in Carnegie Hall as 
opposed to your own backyard,” Jesse cajoles lightheartedly.  
Margarita Mix is built on an ideology and environment structured to cater intimately to 
recording talent and the audio design process.  How do they ensure the best possible 
performance and sound design?  By giving talent an environment to encourage 

Halo 2 printed with permission © Microsoft Game Studios

performance, and providing the right expertise to make the 
details and technology of the process nearly invisible.
“Audio sometimes gets a bad rap” continued Jesse (The 
Chief) as he wrangled an ice-cold arrowhead from a small 
refreshment area fridge. “When you mix a fi nal product, you 
are usually at the end of the production cycle.  The majority 
of the work has already been done.  We wanted to create an 
environment where talent felt they were already heading on a 
well-deserved vacation.”
Vacation seems a suitable word for the studio which 
boasts imported hand-carved wooden doors from Spain 
decorated with genuine hardware and metalwork, hand-
fi red clay tiles from Mexico - sporting an occasional coyote 
print, and eccentric works of art imported from various 
world destinations.  The studio is warm and inviting, more 
reminiscent of a resort than a high-tech audio hub.  But that’s 
the idea, and it fi ts perfectly into the Hollywood atmosphere. 
“When talent is comfortable and in a creative environment”, 
Jesse explains, “That’s when you get their best performances.”  
I’ll take their word for it.  LA Studios certainly seems to have 
the knack for creating a synergistic environment for compelling 
vocal performances as attested by their Hollywood rap sheet.  
And if the Hollywood rap doesn’t speak volumes enough about 
the confi dence they inspire in celebrity circles, their recent 
work in the gaming industry should at least raise an eyebrow 
or two from even the most prudent producer.

Current and Convenient
LA Studios in Universal City, Margarita Mix in Hollywood, and 
Margarita Mix in Santa Monica are the three facilities that 
make up the LA Studios, Inc.  In these three studios are 17 
recording rooms available for booking round the clock.  What 
does that mean for the developmental product? R-E-S-P-E-C-
T. It spells opportunity for development and convenience for 
talent.  Most often, when dealing with A-list talent, schedules 
run tight and lean.  Those who live in LA understand the 
diffi culties of navigating even 10 miles through the Hollywood 
jungle during prime times. Trying to fi nagle a recording studio 
convenient for talent and developers within reach of the proper 
venues can become a juggling match that can test even the 
most resourceful producer.  When talent fi nally arrives to 
perform, they should be relaxed, in character, and able to 
focus on deliveries – without the distraction of encroaching 
appointments or frustration associated with inconvenience.  
The resources LA Studios and Margarita Mix provide cater to 
any budget, any timetable, and even the most demanding of 
talent schedules.
The three facilities are also tied together digitally and have 
the ability to transfer sessions, data, and sound design 
instantaneously between the studios.  Can’t make a session in 
Hollywood?  They will have a studio open in Santa Monica to 
fi t the bill.  
Need to be connected internationally? The studios are also 
very experienced with VO recording over ISDN.  Found talent 
in the UK that is product perfect? Recordings can be done 
over broadband telephone lines, digitally, in real-time through 
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a phone-patch.  Sound quality over ISDN remains excellent and studio-quality.  
Direction can be given real-time, and ideal performances realized.  In fact, I am 
told many live broadcast radio shows are done with the same technology and 
sound as if they are being broadcast in-studio.

Getting Better With Age
Even in current development, much sound design remains created by personnel 
without strong sound backgrounds.  Audio design limitations may be dictated by 
budgetary constraints as audio is occasionally overlooked at conceptual inception.  
However, homegrown audio solutions are typically not an option for immersive, 
high profi le projects.
Audio design experience is a huge benefi t for work committed into Margarita Mix’s 
hands.  Many of the mixers at MM have been with the studio since day one.  Even 
more amazing is the fact that many of the mixers who were with the studio when 
it was launched are still around assisting and helping current mixing talent with 
work.  Coincidence?  Anyone who has worked in the cutthroat, volatile trenches 
of entertainment industries can vouch a company must be doing things right to 
retain valuable talent while continuing to win awards and perform at the top of 
their game.  Extremely low turnover is telltale of the environment they foster at the 
company.  Those who work in the MM trenches are serious professionals.  “I truly 
feel audio mixers get better with age”, says Jesse, admiring the audio prowess 
of his designers.  One has only to check out the myriad awards and accolades 
awarded to the studio to recognize sound design is a true craft. Margarita Mix’s 
skills have been honed sharp over time and are now recognized and revered by 
peers, clientele, and throughout various industries.

Game Design Understanding
Interest in game development and sensitivity for the different processes inherent in 
game design is appreciated.  Seasoned from working with high-profi le developers 
on triple-A titles has given Margarita Mix a leg-up on the processes. Geoff 
Nathanson humorously commented some of the mixers have families that get 
excited about dad working on a video game, sometimes more than dad working 
on a box-offi ce fl ick.  More importantly….”audio really brings the game to life. The 
audio gives a game spark and helps to suspend the reality.”  Familiar with Lucas’ 
statement regarding audio in the entertainment experience, Geoff mentioned they 
had done much work with Lucas Arts.  If George’s ideology has worked its way 
into the studios of Lucas Arts at all, it would be expected that they take sound 
design (as well as their sound design partners) seriously.

Rolling Out The Red Carpet
LA Studios and Margarita Mix don’t skimp on red carpet treatment for their 
constituents or talent.  “We treat all of our clients the same way we treat our 
celebrity clients”, beamed Jesse.  Margarita Mix has worked with everybody in 
the industry including academy award winning actors, writers, screenwriters, 
directors, and supervisors.  But their magnanimous methodology doesn’t cease 
with celebrities.  MM works often with many producers and talent never involved in 
the process before.  Every effort is taken to ensure a comfortable and productive 
experience for all types of talent and all levels of experience.  Being around long 
enough and remaining service-focused has been the cornerstone of all they stand 
for at the studios and is heralded as the key to much of their success.
To fl ush out the on-site interview, I asked a few development questions I felt were 
pertinent to the gaming industry.

Can you tell us a little about the VO process?  What is involved and 
what makes experience so important?
(Geoff)  Experience with VO comes in handy when you have mixers 
and audio personnel who can help wherever may be needed.  We 
have mixers who understand where a director or producer would like 
a performance to go and so we actually assist them in getting the 
best possible performance for the director.  Little things you may not 
think of including the positioning of the microphone, how that talent 
should work with the microphone, the type of microphone used, how 
to work with distances and effects to get the proper quality of sound 
the director is looking for all come into account.  Most mixers know 
how to size up a situation almost immediately and can, if asked or 
needed, assist that director in obtaining premium quality.  Because 
of MM’s experience with DVD and value added products, their 
staff is accustomed to dealing with inexperienced talent as well as 
seasoned professionals.  The understanding that they are in good 
hands gives excellent peace of mind to producers.

Does anything substantial differentiate your recording studios from 
facilities elsewhere?
(Geoff) We have the best technology available.  Margarita Mix 
also has large studios, which help to differentiate us.  We can do 
ensemble recordings (multiple people in the same room) which can 
help drive performance and assist delivery as talent can play off of 
each other’s performance in real time.   Additionally, environments 
and expertise at Margarita Mix put the talent at ease so they can do 
what they are good at – performing.  VO talents are able to focus 
on performance. They know the mixers are fi rst-rate, and that we 
have the best facilities and equipment available.  This lends to an A+ 
performance, every performance. 
(Jesse) Another insight into the mixing process is the benefi t of 
large mixing rooms.  To really get 5:1 surround sound mix right, you 
need a lot of ‘throw’ (space in a room for sound to travel) in your 
mixing room.  5:1 is simply superior audio, but it cannot be mixed 
competently in a back offi ce, or with inexperienced ears.

How do you ensure that producers and developers benefi t from your 
expertise but still retain control over the fi nal product?
(Jesse) Bottom line is the end product and fi nal decisions are 
completely your say.  If we recognize that you might be walking 
down a ‘scary road’ or entertaining audio decisions that we feel are 
unsound, we can make some defi nite suggestions to you.  But at the 
end of the day, it’s the client’s decision.  
(Geoff) We will encourage decision makers to listen to solutions 
we feel are appropriate, and supply the reasoning behind our 
experience and insight, but at the end of the day, decisions are 
up to them.  We can also create various solutions quite quickly for 
review and for versioning.  It’s similar to working with directors and 
producers in the feature fi lm industry: we bring our solutions to the 
table to show, but bottom line, it’s their baby.  They have full control 
over the end product.  Regardless, we set it up so the client will 
either make a great choice or a very very good choice. 

Why do you think your company is chosen for such visible titles as 
Half Life 2, CSI, and 24?
(Geoff) We have good relationships and history with the companies 
and much of the talent involved in those games.  When you have 
large budgets on the line and want to be recognized for exceptional 
quality throughout your game, you will want to tap the best audio 
resources available. With so many competitive titles, your audio has 
to be premium. The audience now expects it.  Here, at Margarita 
Mix, we have comfortable environments with the best equipment and 
access to the best talent that there is for video games.
(Jesse) We were given quite a complement when we gave a 5:1 
presentation at the NAB convention last year. (NAB- National 
Association of Broadcasters)  Someone in the audience raised 
their hand and commented, “If you want to mix projects, you can go 
anywhere, but if you want to mix a project and win awards, you’ll go 
to Margarita Mix.”  I was fl attered, and its comments like that, which 
say a lot about the talent and relationships we foster here.
(Geoff) Really, what it comes down to is this: When you are sick, you 
could go to a veterinarian, but wouldn’t you rather see an MD?  To 
get the best possible service, expertise, and audio experience, go to 
Margarita Mix.
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Era of Evolving Expectations
Casual and hardcore gamers alike are expecting bigger, better product 
with more polish than previous progenitors.  Even in independent gaming 
circles, investment in more robust audio experiences in not uncommon. 
For AAA product, the audio experience is synonymous with gaming 
content and thus an indispensable asset.  Audio aids tremendously in 
suspending reality and immersing the player into an experience.  Audio 
has tremendous infl uence towards ‘suspension of reality’ and ‘immersive 
experiences’- all water cooler shoptalk for games and fi lms alike.  Most 
everyone is familiar with George Lucas’ position on the importance of 
sound in feature fi lm.  George has stated “I feel that sound is half the 
experience. (We) …should focus on making sure the soundtracks are 
really the best they can possibly be because in terms of an investment, 
sound is where you get the most bang for your buck.”  a   Over the past 
many years, Hollywood has seen a gradual increase in game involvement. 
This is most noticeable in game releases that mirror the box offi ce or 
in largely successful game franchises that make a showing onto the 
big screen at the theatres.  Why not?  Games are a unique form of 
entertainment, but are part of the entertainment industry nonetheless.  We 
can expect more co-mingling of these two industries in the coming years 
as moguls leverage branding opportunities across various end products 
including Television, Music, Internet, Mobile, PC, and Console gaming.  
With this cross-pollination of brands, IP, and talent, game developers 
should expect to deal with a-list celebrities and other cultural icons on 
several levels including: directors, visual FX talent, writers, voice talent, as 
well as actors, music celebrities, and others. 
Of course, the audio needs of the gaming industry differ substantially 
from the fi lm industry.  Games cover a broad range of entertainment 
mediums from mobile to computer to console that vary wildly in terms of 
resolution and integration.  However, most veteran developers understand 
the signifi cant benefi ts of properly integrated audio and are giving audio 
appropriate consideration.  Because the audio experience is a large 
catalyst for emotional reaction throughout most entertainment mediums, 
it plays a large role in branding a product to the minds and hearts of 
consumers.  If developers want their game to stand out in the minds of its 
constituents, proper audio preparation must be a priority.

Game Industry Audio
In the fi lm industry, audio is a straightforward linear experience that can 
be designed to correlate perfectly with an always-the-same presentation. 
The gaming industry is defi ned largely by non-linear experiences that 
demand like solutions or a creative blend of various types of assets.  
Sound is as necessary in games as in fi lm, however, because games 
are largely a non-linear experience, sound assets must be organized in 
a similar fashion.  Unlike fi lm, the visual and audio properties of a game, 
although extremely important, are not the end-all be-all of the experience.  
They must share the stage with the interactive elements of the game; 
working together for a cohesive and entertaining end product.   Unless 
the gameplay experience is truly revolutionary, all three of these elements 
(interactive, visual, and audio) must perform equally well to receive critical 
acclaim.  
In many ways the organization of game audio is more challenging 
than fi lm.  A system must be designed for the non-linear assets to be 
chosen and played during the experience in a linear-like fashion.  Sound 
implementation engines can be as simple as prompting the delivery of 
tracks one at a time or as complex as multiple tracks and FX: a dynamic 
blending of audio assets based on game input and situational stimuli.  
Great strides are being taken in games to truly orchestrate sound 
experiences on the fl y as multiple tracks may be blended in and out over a 
bed of cohesive orchestration; always remaining consistent but modulating 
to environments, interactions, and other input.  This dynamic added to 
the on-cue delivery of FX and ambience can truly create a original and 
engaging experience which differs dramatically each time the game is 
played. 
Of course platforms in the gaming industry differ wildly as well.  Audio 
appropriate for the platform must be considered, however, nearly 

all games must tackle the organization of non-linear assets and 
so differentiate themselves substantially from a linear fi lm or video 
experience.
 
Internal Audio Facilities: To Build or Not To Build
Many large publishers with multiple concurrent products have constructed 
internal recording and audio facilities in an effort to promote control and 
fl exibility as well as stem audio costs.  In many ways this arrangement 
works well for fi nal mastering and mixing.  However, in order for this to 
become a truly worthwhile endeavor, the studio should be able to service 
many products and be continuously taxed. Though internal facilities allow 
fl exibility and control over many aspects of the audio design process, it is 
rarely a solution to all audio needs.  Permanent audio designers must be 
supported on salary and the facilities may be costly to maintain. On Dark 
Alliance II, even though Interplay had an amazing internal audio facility 
(on par with many studios for its time) and audio engineers, they still 
utilized external studios for convenient VO recordings.  Other examples of 
external needs may include composers for original orchestrations licensed 
tracks, or in-the-fi eld recordings.
 
Audio Decisions Affecting Outsourcing
Sound is easily the most outsourced asset in game development.  
Because of this, there are ample resources available to help in the 
process.  Developers have been outsourcing sound and audio needs for 
gaming generations.  There are many good audio-related resources for 
game developers to aid them in the creation and outsourcing of audio 
needs.  One resource that has been around for several years is Erik 
Bethke’s book Game Development and Production b, which has many 
relevant insights on involved processes.

The Right Audio Fit for the Project
First, the audio must be appropriate for the product. Solid overarching 
descriptions of the product theme, genre, settings, and moods will help 
tremendously when assets lists are generated and descriptions are 
needed for each of them.  In addition to the genre and general theme, 
an overarching chart of the storyline, emotional motivations for the 
player during that storyline, and general directorial descriptions of each 
area, mission, or level can help as a launch pad for audio and sound 
descriptions.
In addition to the overarching theme of the project, game play 
expectations may also infl uence the types of audio incorporated into the 
game.  It’s best to begin talks with sound designers and composers early 
in the project as possible.  Sound, like many creative disciplines may 
benefi t when given time to mature in the minds of those involved.  As with 
most disciples, time will lend to more options and fl exibility when working 
with designers, talent, and composers.

Addressing The Audience
Identifying a target audience for the product should also receive some 
consideration for proper audio preparation.  If development is supported 
by a large publisher (with marketing research on targeted product 
placement) take a good hard look at what is appropriate for those who 
will be playing the game.  What games targeting the same genre have 
excelled at audio?  Which products have received rave audio reviews and 
why?  If the audience is well represented through web forums or other 
communication channels, consider heavily what they have asked for.  
What do they expect and react positively to.  Some games have served as 
introductory platforms for new or upcoming bands as well as established 
talent.  Original orchestration, current chart toppers, or licensed material 
may all be appropriate depending on the product.  Of course, with the 
introduction of anything outside of standard work-for-hire, be prepared for 
extensive legal negotiation of relationships.

Game Play Style 
Game play styles may affect audio types and how audio is delivered to the 
player.  How much time does the player typically invest in game play at 
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any one time?  Will they be listening to the audio tracks for two to fi ve minutes 
at a time, ten to fi fteen, or an hour of continuous or non-continuous gameplay 
audio?  

Outsourced Audio
Breakdown of Generally Required Audio Assets

• Central Branding Theme(s).  A creative theme, song, or 
movement that communicates the ideal energy behind the 
product.  If the product goals are to work with an already 
established band, singer, or group it should be noted.  Most 
games incorporate a branding theme; a singular idea woven 
throughout the to engrave itself in the player’s conscience.  
This branding theme can strongly encourage associations with 
a game product.

• Variations of the branding theme(s), sections, or movements 
that correlate to various emotional milestones of the 
gaming experience.  This section can balloon tremendously 
depending on the design for sound delivery in-game.  If the 
product boasts a steaming audio solution with multiple tracks 
dynamically blending in and out of use, then a necessary 
diagram of the sound library covering all needed instances of 
blending should be created.  Needs can then be estimated 
directly from the the sound system diagrams and the design 
document’s list of environments.

• Variation loops or phrases on the theme(s).  Also additional 
pieces that sound familiar but with slightly differing 
compositions.

• Voice Over recording (VO) – all protagonist characters, 
antagonist characters, any dialogue, narration, or other verbal 
feedback or interactions.  All characters should have an 
estimate of the number of lines they will deliver in-game and a 
rough guess of the number of voice actors needed should be 
determined as well.  If the product deals specifi cally with any 
celebrity talent voices, it should be noted.

• Sound FX – This covers all Foley and sound design work. 
Ambiance, triggered sounds, environmental fi llers, HUD, User 
Interface, and Front End FX.  It will be necessary to fl ush 
this out fairly well with estimates of needs throughout every 
environment in the game.

• Mixing for FMV or in-game Cinematics, special tracks or any 
pre-determined linear needs.

This is not a complete list, however it should cover the most common audio 
needs for a game product.

Understanding Budgets And Timelines
Understand, up front, how much budget can be put towards sound design.  
Audio budgeting may still avoid proper inspection during development 
preproduction.  Games may be designed with fl ushed-out audio expectations 
but no supportive budget.  If audio needs aren’t attached to a monetary 
number, producers may be surprised when budget estimates are fi nally 
created.  Budgets and expectations must be defi ned early in the process for 
a clear picture of the fi nal product.  The investment of several hours to defi ne 
a couple of audio options and budget windows can help coral expectations 
of what may or may not be feasible for a game. In addition, available audio 
options and associated costs vary widely depending on services needed, 
expertise, and available talent and facilities.  Some audio facilities or 
orchestras may have service rules or schedules pertaining to their services 
that can skew budgets and limit availability.  These rules may affect product 
timeline or necessitate contracts and procedures to govern milestones and 
funding.  Time must be appropriated to facilitate these procedures.  As in most 
bidding processes, the more organized and prepared bid requests and control 
documents are, the more accurate and timely received bids should be.  Again, 
time promotes fl exibility and options.

Ask for Recommendations, Get Feedback, Understand The Options
Ask around.  Gaming industry management remains relatively small with 
informal networks of professionals crisscrossing throughout every company 
and project.  Ask fellow developers.  Leverage the networks in development 
teams to fi nd out about specifi c solutions and utilized studios.
OutsourceReport also has developer ratings and endorsements regarding 
providers and services available online as well as ways to talk to potential 
partners.  Take advantage of available services.
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Finalize Schedule, Budget and Resources
Sometime post preproduction and hopefully before full blown 
development, audio budget windows can be fi nalized.  As soon as 
possible, determine and schedule milestones for audio.  Audio is an 
integral part of development, and too often is procrastinated.  Integrating 
audio earlier in the project can help drive motivation for developers, and 
interest from marketing and internal review boards.

Send Bid Proposals, Evaluate Providers, Finalize Vendors 
When creating a request-for-bid proposal from audio providers, the 
following should typically be detailed.

• A bid request should include a list of asset deliverables.  
The deliverables don’t need to be itemized individually, 
but general numbers should be as accurate as possible.  
A solid example of an estimated general proposal can be 
found in Eric Bethke’s  book on page 122.c

• In addition to deliverables, the proposal should include 
the technical breakdown of the assets including fi le 
types, fi le structures, naming conventions, and mode-of-
delivery for the assets. Outline all necessary specifi cations 
such as sample rates, bit depth, and fi les types. Utilize 
programming lead or technical director insight to help nail 
these down.  What are the plans for sound integration?  
What formats do the engineers need? 

• Include a timeline dictating when the studio can expect 
to receive all necessary information regarding the assets, 
descriptions of music, sound design direction, lines for 
dialogue, etc. as well as milestone dates for receipt of 
those assets.  This will certainly need to be fl exible as the 
provider initially responds, but will serve as a base from 
which to plan and help providers understand expected 
timeframes.  Remember to leave ample time for the 
courtship of review processes.  Because audio can be a 
subjective asset, and must typically be approved through 
many channels, review processes may take more time 
than initially budgeted.  Payment plans are typically 
dictated by studio procedure and can be negotiated during 
contract creation later in the process.

• Document expected procedures for asset approvals.  
Include statements of the expected level of quality and\or 
quality assurance expected.  These statements need not 
be heavy, and should also be fl exible.  However, if many 
different levels of management, executive, or marketing 
sign-offs must take place in order for decisions to be made, 
that information should be discretely made manifest for the 
benefi t of the relationship.  Both parties should be on the 
same page when it comes to the process and timelines 
associated with those processes.

• If there is any additional information or due diligence 
needed on the portfolio, experience, and resources of 
the company include that as well.  This is the time to ask 
regarding those elements.

• Finally, request the proposal to be completed by a certain 
date to help facilitate an expeditious process.

Additional Processes and Involvement
If things proceed properly, involvement in the creation of audio assets 
doesn’t halt when the deliverables list is handed off to the recording studio. 
To ensure sound design is cohesive with the creative vision on the project, 
involvement by a director or lead from the product is necessary in the 
following efforts.

External Recording of Sound
Electronic Arts’ Medal of Honor audio team has been vocal for years 
about the pains they endure to capture proper audio clips.  They ensure 
these clips are authentic and cohesive with the experience they have 
worked hard to create.  If sounds are not taken from a library, there will 
be a need to capture them outside the studio in the ‘fi eld.’  On such 
outings, developer involvement is a must, as is the selection of a good 
sound engineer.  Though most anyone can take a DAT recorder and a 
microphone into the fi eld to record appropriate audio, a veteran sound 
engineer, experienced with reduction of ambient noises, correct set-up 
and equipment for different subjects, proper clip logging, and the ability 
to work with the product representative to discern the amount of audio 

to capture is worth their weight in gold.  Of course, it is vital the product 
representative bring along a list of necessary assets and work closely with 
the engineer to ensure the outing is successful. Naturally, in any external 
outing, common sense dictates to record more than is necessary at ‘face’ 
value.  Poor or unneeded clips won’t be used, but unforeseen needs 
may arise later that may be addressed with the proper assets instead of 
additional fi eld trips.

In-Studio VO \ direction
A project representative will also be necessary in determining the exact 
talent to handle VO as well as directing deliveries.  An established studio 
may be able to help with the process of rehearsing talent for selection, 
but fi nal choice of the talent as well as directing the talent during sessions 
will be up to the project representative.  By this time, all characters will 
be fl ushed-out with ample descriptions and lines must be complete.  A 
competent sound designer will set up the studio, equipment, and even 
help in directing talent depending on their experience.  Again, it is sound 
practice to record more than is necessary in anticipation of expanding 
needs of the game as it is developed.  Additional lines, short quips or 
phrases, emotional gasps, grunts, uh huhs, yes, no, laugh or chuckles, 
sighs, generic responses, can all go a long way should a few additional 
interactive scenarios become necessary.  These minute additions can all 
be recorded in a few short minutes.

QA Reviews and Processes
Involvement in the QA process and approval of delivered assets is 
an important part of the relationship.  Ensure a proper procedure and 
adequate timelines are negotiated.  Plan for revisions with proper 
feedback and direction.  Work to make these processes as smooth and 
expeditious as possible.

Additional Communication and Management
A lead, director, producer, or project representative will spend a decent 
amount of time communicating with the studios, audio designers, and 
talent to ensure the proper accumulation of probably hundreds (or 
more) of audio assets. Like most outsourcing efforts, the bulk of the 
communication and work will come up-front, and taper off; with necessary 
time demands during VO recording and reviews.

Additional Considerations for Outsourcing Audio
Legal Considerations: Licensing vs. Ownership of Copyrights
Developers outsourcing sound design must protect themselves from 
misrepresentation.  Ensure there is a legal clause in contracts that ensure 
providers represent their work as original.  Plagiarism in audio can be 
destructive to the project and cost dearly.
In addition to original work, ensure that work is represented as work-for-
hire, and that all rights of any content and assets created are the property 
of the developer.  These are both standard developer contract clauses.

Company versus Contractor
Consider the needs of the project seriously and whether the workload 
should be handled by a contractor or an audio company.
Contractors can tend to be less expensive.  There are excellent 
composers and sound designers available but may take some effort to 
fi nd.  Contractors may be very fl exible with needs and able to work with 
extremely dynamic requests. However, there are limitations to what a 
single contractor can undertake, and additional factors which may reside 
out of his or her control such as studio facilities, connections, equipment, 
etc.  Contractors are typically brilliant at a single component; i.e. 
orchestration and may not be able to adequately fi ll additional needs.
Audio companies can come with a lot of latent benefi ts.  Studios and 
facilities should be predictable and controllable (though they may not 
always be available).  Sound designers should be excellent talent, and can 
help guide developers through entire processes.  Many audio companies 
have contacts in the industry and can aid in searching for specifi c talent, 
composers, as well as celebrities. However, studios tend to range from a 
little to a great deal more expensive and some studios may not address 
all needs.  However, studios can be excellent helpers to facilitate the 
coordination of all audio efforts and cohesively bring the result of those 
efforts to a central location for mastering. These different considerations 
should not be deliberately on lightly and may fl uctuate per project.
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Speaking with the Audio Masters
In an effort to help acquaint those interested in understanding the basics 
of audio jargon, included is a small glossary of commonly used audio 
terms.  Certainly not a complete listing, but may be of help to those 
interested.

Ambient noise: 
The sum of sound in an area.  Usually equated with 
‘background’ noise of a particular space.

Audible Spectrum: 
Humans can hear detect frequencies between 20 and 15,000 
Hz.

Bed: 
Background music behind a dialogue or a narrator.

Clipping: 
When an input signal exceeds the equipment’s ability to record 
it.  Results in distortion or inaudible assets.

Cueing: 
Typically a signal given to VO talent to begin recording a 
particular set or line.  The beginning of a recording or properly 
aligning equipment to begin\continue recording.

DAT (Digital Audio Tape): 
Tape medium used for analogue source capture including fi eld 
recording. 

Dead spot: 
A location where sound waves are canceled out by the refl ected 
out-of-phase signals generated from the same origin. Typically 
creating poor audibility or silence.

Ensemble: 
Recordings done with multiple persons in the same studio room.

Analog Recording: 
Recording sound on a medium as a physical representation of 
that sound.  Typically copies of sound recorded this way are 
subject to ‘generational loss’ or a loss in quality.

Digital Recording: 
Recording sound onto a medium as a binary representation 
of that sound.  Typically copies can be made without a 
‘generational loss’ for perfect replication.

Dub: 
To make a copy (typically a tape) of any sound.

Dynamic Range: 
The difference between the loudest and quietest portions of a 
signal.  Measured in decibels.

5.1 Channel Digital Sound: 
The standard for digital fi lm sound.  Five channels: left, right, 
center, left surround, right surround, and subwoofer.

Foley: 
Act of creating sound for recording by utilizing props. Typically 
done in a sound studio.

Noise: 
Noise introduced into recordings as a result of electrical hiss or 
other unwanted interjections.

Prescoring: 
Designing and recording sound, dialogue, or musical tracks prior 
to the creation of the fi lm or visual.

Score: 
Original composition created specifi cally for an edited piece of 
fi lm, video, cinematic, etc.

Sound Designer: 
Originally, sound recorder, editor, and mixer were three separate 
roles.  Now these responsibilities have mingled to the point that 
the term sound designer is used for anyone responsible for the 
development of all sound material for a product.  It is used most 
widely for those responsible for creating original sounds (FX, 
and other) to incorporate into a project. d

Sound Effect: 
A created sound to match onscreen or in-game event. 

Soundtrack: 
This generally means all audio incorporated into a fi lm or 
product.  All music tracks, sound FX, etc.

Throw: 
Physical space necessary for sound to travel in a mixing studio 
to correctly mix a multi-channel sound.

Underscore: 

This is music designed to reside in the background and 
stimulate the mood or theme of on-screen visuals.

Voice-over (VO): 
Any dialogue which is added to a product or picture in an a-
synchronous fashion.  In gaming, all narration and dialogue will 
be added in this non-linear fashion.

Mastering:
The process where sound tracks are mixed together, equalized, 

balanced,  and compressed as technical specifi cations dictate.
Mixing

Adjusting sound tracks from a recording session and adjusting 
for appropriate placement in space (pan) and volume(fade).

a  George Lucas, Interview with Larry Black, MixOnline, November,  
 2004
b  Game Development and Production, Erik Bethke, Wordware   
 Publishing Inc, 2003
c  Game Development and Production, Erik Bethke, Wordware   
 Publishing Inc, 2003, p.122-125
d  Star Wars Trilogy: The Defi nitive Collection Laserdisc Box Set, Ben  
 Burtt Interview



Marshall Vandruff

I’d say without reservation that Marshall Vandruff is the most informative, interesting 
instructor I ever had the good fortune to study with. He has an unparalleled ability to 
distill the essentials of any topic into well focused, easily assimilated elements that can 
be instantly applied toward artistic advancement.  He presents his subject matter with 
enthusiasm and ease.  His lecture style is expert and authoritative yet conversational 
and easy to understand. Put simply, you can have 40 bowls of university level 
education, or one bowl of Marshall Vandruff instruction to acquire an equal amount of 
academic nutrition.  His classes are affordable and he smells nice.  My only regret is 
not having met him earlier in my career, it would have saved me vast amounts of time, 
money and frustration. - Edward Eyth Former Director of Creative Services, the 
Jim Henson Company

“In twenty-odd hours I learned more about human anatomy in Marshall’s class than 
I was able to learn on my own in thirty-fi ve years as a self-taught artist.” - Bernie 
Wrightson

www.marshallart.com
marshall@marshallart.com

Marshall Vandruff has been a free-lance illustrator 
to over forty advertising agencies and publishers 
including MAD Magazine, Warner Bros. 
Entertainment, Hanna Barbera and Dark Horse 
Comics. Since 1984, he has taught nearly 200 
drawing and composition courses at colleges, 
universities and in the art departments of 
entertainment and game corporations including 
Disneyland, Ingram Micro, Interplay, Rockstar, 
Troika and Insomniac Game Corporations.

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE: Fullerton College, April 2003
Activities included six lectures, demonstrations and a gallery show of over twenty fi nished illustrations. 

CAL STATE FULLERTON EVENTS: 
Marshall hosted AN EVENING WITH BERNIE WRIGHTSON in November 2001 and again in March 2003. 
He also hosted AN EVENING WITH JUSTIN SWEET in November 2002 and again in November 2003. 

Professional Endorsements
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Game art continues to demand greater expertise across all mediums 
of artistic disciplines.  As platforms continue to expand technological 
capabilities, artists can realize greater detailed characters and 
environments than ever before.  With the increased visual capability of 
games comes the need for increased aesthetic ability held by artists 
who create the needed gaming assets.  Game art is a necessary 
balance of both aesthetic and technical prowess and continues to 
demand understanding of core principles now, more than ever before. 
A decade ago, it was uncommon to fi nd many artists with four year 
degrees in the same development team.  Now, it is uncommon to fi nd 
artists in game development without some sort of formal education.  
Expectations for new talent has increased dramatically, and so has 
educational and continuing education opportunities for aspiring as well 
as full fl edged developers.  

Marshall Vandruff represents such an educational opportunity and is 
one of the best kept secrets of available to artists.   He commands a 
vast understanding of various artistic disciplines and shares decades 
of hard-earned insight and knowledge in digestible, entertaining, 
and enlightening presentations.  Many artists I respect deeply in the 
gaming industry swear by his uncanny ability to communicate the basic 
principles of construction and anatomy.  I decided to contact Marshall 
for some personal enlightenment on the benefi ts his particular lectures 
afford the gaming industry.

Hello Marshall, can you give us a brief introduction to yourself, where 
you currently live?  Are there any fun facts you might like to share?

I’ll start with some non-fun facts. I was born in Anaheim in 1958 and 
raised near Disneyland. I moved to Laguna Niguel ten years ago when 
my son was four. I’ve hardly traveled beyond Southern California. I’ve 
lost the terrifi c head of hair I had years ago, an un-fun fact that I think 
about daily if not hourly. 

If you want fun facts about me, you might do better to ask other people. 
I’ll tell you positive ones which get boring fast. The negative ones are 
far more interesting. And fun. At least for the listeners. So ask around.
 
Please share a little regarding your education and background in the 
fi eld of art with us.

I read MAD all through my childhood and it formed the core of my aesthetic 
sensibilities. Harvey Kurtzman, Bill Elder, Wally Wood and Jack Davis were my 
artistic ideals, and I took in a lot of Dr. Seuss as well. Then later Ed Roth and 
Rick Griffi n. Then I went to Fullerton College to study art and I learned enough 
technique to imitate them. Then I fell in love with Escher and aped his style. 

But the airbrush renderings in my portfolio got me my fi rst jobs for advertising 
agencies. I poured thousands of hours into airbrushing cutaways of blood 
pumps and heart valves and intra-ocular lenses. I got fast at meeting 
deadlines, got to work in all sorts of visual styles, got to solve stylistic and 
perspective problems under pressure and made lots of money. But the intense 
deadlines, which were often all-nighters, wore me out. In my mid-thirties, after 
a non-stop week of rendering a bunch of television screens, I collapsed. I had 
to stop working for six months. That was the beginning of my retirement from 
illustration.

It wasn’t all like that. I did some fun projects, too, including nine jobs for MAD 
Magazine - my adolescent ambition realized.

All during those years I taught at Fullerton College as a hobby. Teaching kept 
my social and linguistic skills active, and I poured myself into those classes 
with a zeal that is now paying off in my new career as an itinerant teacher.

I still do some advertising work when it’s for a favorite art director, but I have 
little time for it now. I animated a television commercial last year with some 
former students and it won an award. It was fun to collaborate, but having to 
draw a talking Tortilla chip 500 times is a bit more than I care to do again.
 
Who are some of the most infl uential teachers you have studied under or 
worked with?

Don Richardson, the television director, infl uenced me as much as anyone. I 
studied with him at UCLA and in his private class from 1987 - 1990. He was 
one of the most fascinating and articulate men I’ve ever known and though I 
was studying acting and directing with him, I was actually learning to teach. 
He poured out practical knowledge in large clumps, unvarnished, constant and 
generous. He never bored. He never blustered. He taught useful techniques 
and whenever he stated large abstract maxims, like “Your talent is in your 
impulses, not in your intellect!” they didn’t make sense to me then but their 
truths reverberate in me to this day. He was also fearless - something I lacked 
and wanted, but it had its bad side. He offended students. He made enemies 
every few hours and cared nothing about it.

Robert Beverly Hale died before I could meet him, but I learned from his 
anatomy videos and I love his graciousness, his economy of words and his 
depth of understanding. Two others are C.S. Lewis and Robert McKee, Lewis 
for his use of analogies, McKee for the force of his presentation. They both 
entertain without compromising the material - in fact, they make the material 
come alive by presenting it with mischief as well as passion. But I’ve learned 
from them at a distance. These days, I consider Don Lagerberg, the drawing 
and painting professor at CSUF, a mentor, both for his knowledge and for his 
personal, emotional support.
 
Do you have a favorite subject to draw, paint, or study?  Could you share 
those with us?

Yes. My sketchbook is fi lled with bones, insects, monsters, contraptions, little 
gesture studies, twisted forms, delirium and a thousand other expressions of 
middle-aged angst that college students fi nd entertaining.

Other than realistic product painting, which paid my bills, I’m not a painter. 
Painting is like an athlete’s gift. I’m more of a coach. If you put me on the fi eld, 
I may fl ounder, but I have my role on the sidelines, and I’m training some 
talented painters.

As a teacher, my favorite subject is whatever I’m teaching at the time. Every 
day I wake up excited about the day’s subject. At the colleges I’m teaching 
Sequential Art, Drawing from the Masters, Children’s Book Illustration, 
Cartooning, and Watercolor. I’m teaching Composition at Insomniac. What a 
privilege. What a kick.

I never chose teaching as a career. I chose teaching as way to get paid a little 
to look at my favorite art and talk about it and extract lessons from All Artwork © Marshall Vandruff   www.marshallart.com



it. After 22 years, I now have an incredible collection of 
master drawings and paintings, children’s books, comics, 
animations and fi lms, and a lot of lessons to teach from 
them.

Are there any current or past artists you feel are ‘pushing the 
envelope’ or that you respect or admire deeply?

A lot of old masters. Rembrandt, Heinrich Kley, William 
Blake, Stanislav Szukalski. George Herriman. Homer & 
Sargent & the Wyeths. I admire Winsor McCay more than 
I can express. For about a decade I’ve been drunk with his 
LITTLE NEMO IN SLUMBERLAND images. One of my life 
goals is to develop a story world with that kind of sumptuous 
imagery. 

When I discovered Drew Struzan and Bernie Wrightson’s 
work, I spent the next few years pursuing their “secrets”. 
Drew was as close as I had to a mentor for teaching when 
I began - he pointed me toward what was worth teaching. 
Bernie never went to art school and exemplifi ed how little 
theory it took to be a master - if it’s sound theory. That 
theory, perhaps a hundred hours of instruction, is what I 
teach.

I admire a lot of the young graphic novel artists that Kazu 
Kibuishi has congregated for the FLIGHT graphic novels. 
Chris Appelhans, Khang Le, Israel Sanchez and a dozen 
others of that bunch. I taught a number of them.

In fact, I admire and respect some of my former students as 
much as any artists. Justin Sweet amazes me - his talent 
roars. His colleagues, Vance Kovacs, and my college buddy 
John Dickenson, who are both better artists than I am, credit 
me as their teacher. It’s a big reason why I’ve embraced this 
path. I’ve been affi rmed by my favorite artists. 

Word on the street is: you are the man to bring in for a fresh 
study on anatomy to help artists.  Can you share a bit about 
the services you offer?

I taught anatomy in colleges for ten years, trying to sink it 
into my own brain, then quit in 1999. Some students wanted 
more and offered to pay me to teach them outside of school. 

I told them “If you get ten of you together, we’ll do a class in my friend’s living room this 
summer.” They got nine and we did it anyway. The next year I took a chance and rented 
a room that held 25. I got a check from Bernie Wrightson. His girlfriend, Liz, told me he’d 
heard about my teaching and wanted to take the class. I mentioned it to two students 
at Cal State Fullerton. 36 hours later, the class fi lled. One student told me “You know, I 
wasn’t that interested in your anatomy class, but I fi gured this would be the only time in 
my life I’d ever get to be in the same room with Bernie Wrightson.” Imagine my gratitude.

Bernie spoke so highly of that anatomy course that it almost doubled the next year. Then 
Drew Struzan took it, and lots of other pros began signing up. Last summer I had over a 
hundred students. I’ve also taught it in corporations - Daren Bader just had me teach it to 
his staff at Rockstar. 

I’ve boiled that material down to where I’m sure it is the most concentrated artistic 
anatomy course on earth. I go through all the bones and muscles of the body to show how 
they work, what bends or stretches and what doesn’t, and how it’s all “shaped in space”. 
I use about a thousand slides to show how artists have interpreted the components 
and forms of the fi gure. There isn’t a wasted moment. Occasionally I get criticized for 
cramming in too much information, like the mom who keeps stuffi ng you with food until 
you’re bloated. But I’m sensitive to that and I pay attention to the response. When 

All Artwork © Marshall Vandruff   www.marshallart.com



students faint, I back off.
 
Why do you think your teaching style is so memorable?

I love these subjects. I’ve never taught a class that I didn’t want, really 
want, to teach. And apparently, I have some gift for organizing and 
communicating thought. And Don Richardson said I was well-cast as a 
teacher because I have a large forehead.
 
In what ways do you give a unique perspective to your students?

I teach practical stuff. It helps that I’m a craftsman. I want to do excellent 
work and I assume that students want to do excellent work. I don’t try to 
train critics or theorists, but craftspeople and masters.

I care little for trends, and I think that “style”, though valuable, should bow 
to the great traditional skills of envisioning, composing, mastering light, 
form and color, mastering tension and timing, evoking emotion.... all those 
old disciplines. I teach what’s old.

I’m a slow learner which makes me empathetic. I have a keen eye for 
the snags that students get caught in. One student may be tempted to 
sloppiness, another to compulsive control. It’s always a balance, and I 
keep my eye on that balance, helping students not to fall over on one side 
or another so they can pursue effi cient paths to mastery.

But mainly, my classes are about the masters. I teach lessons from great 
art. Gazing at great art, hoping to refl ect it. Feeding on great art, hoping to 
digest it. Enjoying great art, hoping to make babies with it.

Have you dealt with many artists or companies in the gaming industry?

Yes. It began in 1998 when Justin & Vance brought me in to Interplay 
to do texture-mapping, modeling and technical chores. Then I taught 
workshops there. It’s grown since then, and though I’m still at the 
colleges, now I spend a lot of time teaching concept artists, designers, 
modelers and animators in gaming industry conference rooms. I go into 
those sessions feeling great, knowing that I won’t have to give grades.

Drawing from your experience and in respect to where the gaming 
industry is headed, how might your services aid artists in game 
development? i.e. Where do you believe your services aid in game 
development the most?

I help in two areas. One is technical. I teach human and animal anatomy. 
Anatomy gives authority. Without it, an artist can look foolish. An artist 
who knows anatomy can exaggerate, distort or be subtle, but you can’t 
be subtle if you don’t know what you’re doing. Whispering doesn’t 
compensate for not knowing how to pronounce a word.

The other area is creative. Gaming employees get immersed in 
technology and often neglect their creative sides. Creativity is about 
making good choices. In my Composition and Sequential Art classes, I 
teach the principles behind good choices. I think professionals appreciate 
these courses because they remind them of “the old stuff” - that “fi rst 
love” - the reason they went into the arts in the fi rst place.

Any insight on additional services you plan to offer, or what the future may 
have in store for you?
 
I’ll keep teaching as long as I enjoy it. I hope someday to train students 
and then work alongside them on projects, aiming to make the projects 
extraordinary. I don’t know how I’ll fi nd that. But I’m looking for it.
 
What words of comfort, terror, or advice might you give to aspiring artists 
for the gaming industry.

Terror: There are thousands more people who want the job than jobs.
Comfort: Most of them aren’t that good. Be good. You’ll stand out.
Advice: Study what’s good. Set the best as your standard. Hire me to 
help.
 
Do you have any educational recommendations?

I have a list of book recommendations on my website at:

http://marshallart.com/seminars/resources

And anyone who wants to be on my e-mail list for seminars can sign up at 
my website.

Any insight or advise for game development management?

No. It’s out of my arena. But if they want to hire me to help train and 
inspire, I would advise them to do so and would admire their insight.

Please see Marshall’s website for a full schedule of seminar and lecture 
events, or contact Marshall to schedule an internal course.



No outsourcing initiative can be instigated without introducing multiple 
processes into a product’s development.  Each process is a set of 
related procedures and activities that enable personnel, resources, and 
management to fulfi ll a need in product development.  These processes 
largely defi ne the external management of development partners as well 
as the essential communication that must exist between management and 
partners to assure that outsourcing engines are coordinated.  With proper 
attention to these processes, the chance of successful accomplishment 
of outsourcing initiatives is dramatically increased.  Without proper 
introspection, ineffi cient or misaligned processes can inhibit development 
and substantially increase costs.  To ensure that processes are as effi cient 
as possible, management must be able to identify the necessitated 
processes, defi ne and document those processes, and from time to time 
evaluate those processes.  These steps allow management to fi ne tune 
processes to insure that outsourcing partners and engines are properly 
synchronized.  

There is a method that will allow your company to perfect the outsourcing 
processes.  Use of this method will assure the best opportunity for effi cient 
and successful progress toward initiative completion.  While some of these 
steps may seem obvious, a coordinated approach of the required steps 
will assure the best use of management time, energy and fi nances. 

1.  Identifi cation and Defi nition of Outsourcing Process
Prior to defi ning a process associated with an outsourcing initiative, 
management must accomplish two objectives.  Management must fi rst 
identify the needs associated with the outsourcing initiative, and then 
defi ne the necessary related procedures to accomplish those needs.  
These related needs and procedures comprise the now identifi able and 
controllable processes.  As management more clearly identifi es individual 
processes, they dramatically improve their ability to defi ne, refi ne, and 
control those processes.  There may be dozens of processes associated 
with a single outsourcing initiative.  While these processes can range from 
the considerably complex to the surprisingly simple, they should all be 
identifi ed to allow proper analyzation of those requiring close attention.

Defi ning Process Role in Initiative
In order for management to successfully defi ne a process, it must 
understand the role of the process as a part of the whole.  That role is 
defi ned by identifying the needs the process fulfi lls in the overall initiative, 
and recognizing the networks of association and infl uence the process has 
or may have on other processes.  This allows a perception of the desired 
end results and goals of that process and provides opportunity to clearly 
defi ne and map an effi cient path to completion.  

Identify Those Involved and Their Duties
As part of process defi nition, roles, responsibilities, and stewardships 
of persons involved must be clearly delineated.    Roles including 
communication, approval, reporting, negotiation, and direction, must all 
be analyzed.  As these roles are identifi ed and documented, management 
becomes empowered with the capability of matching persons or 
outsourcing entities, and their individual strengths, with the identifi ed roles.  
An additional benefi t of this identifi cation process will often result in the 
discovery of responsibilities not previously defi ned or documented, and 
provide new employee role defi nitions allowing management to increase 
internal effi ciency and improve internal role defi nition.     

Measurements of Evaluation/Standards of Evaluation 
Every process has an end goal, a desired effect or result.  Though a 
process may achieve its end goal, it is nearly impossible to evaluate the 
effi ciency of that process if the end goal is the only criteria for evaluation.  
Additional units of measurement must be identifi ed to aid in evaluation 
and refi nement efforts.  Typically these units of measurement are obvious 
as individual rungs on the process ladder.  Though many rungs may be 
identifi ed, it is a waste of time and energy to over measure, over identify, 
or over evaluate a process.  It is advantageous to pre-select areas of 
the process prone to ineffi ciency and select those particular rungs for 
intermittent evaluation.  Those rungs should be the focus in establishing 

specifi c measurements of evaluation for the process.  A simple example of 
this can be found in any basic communicative interaction.  An example of 
an ineffi cient unit of measurement may be the creation of the message to 
communicate.  A much more effi cient measure of evaluation is the method 
used in communicating that message, and the clarity of the understanding 
of the message communicated.  It is in the method of communication 
itself, where a likely break down or ineffi ciency may be inherent.   

2.  Documentation
More important than the defi nition of a process in any initiative is the 
proper documentation of that process.  Documentation lays the foundation 
for the communication of the process and the understanding of the 
process by everyone involved.

Establishing Need for Documentation
Any complex process has need to be documented.  It lays the foundation 
of understanding by all involved, and mitigates confusion and risk.  
Management must determine up-front what processes are complex 
enough to justify documentation.

The vast majority of processes are too small or simple to need to be 
documented specifi cally – they are the smaller rungs on the ladders of the 
larger processes on which documentation should be focused.

Once the need for documentation has been determined, management 
must choose whether that documentation is going to be part of an internal 
job description or part of the product development documentation, or both.  
If documentation is included in an internal company role, then process 
evaluations may be incorporated into employee reviews.  If documentation 
remains only part of the product development, then it’s incorporated into 
the game design document (GDD), media design document (MDD), 
and the technical design document (TDD) of product development.  For 
internal job description roles, management must determine whether the 
role/process belongs to only one person, or if it will be integrated into 
the responsibilities of several project members.  If someone is to be the 
liaison for communication between companies, the process needs to be 
documented both in the product development documents, and additionally 
in the role defi nition of that individual for the purpose of evaluation and 
review.

3.  Communication
The communication of process procedures to those involved is elemental 
to the success of the initiative.  There are several ways to handle the 
communication process.  We will examine both verbal and non-verbal 
communication methods.

Verbal
Verbal communication includes one-on-one interaction, round table 
meetings, and other similar methods whereby management relates the 
process procedures to others. This has both benefi ts and disadvantages.  
Some easily identifi able benefi ts are found in one-on-one, face-to-face 
interaction.  Verbal communication can be personable and effectively if 
done with proper principles.  Principles of proper verbal communication 
are too extensive to cover in this article and are better left to other 
management courses.    Verbal communication provides the opportunity 
for management and employee to receive immediate feedback thus 
increasing clarity of role defi nition and expectations.    Questions from both 
sides provide opportunity for discussions and constructive movement. 

Notwithstanding the benefi ts of verbal communication, for the unwary, 
problems can occur.  Verbal communication is seldom capable of sharing 
all of the intricate details of any complex message.  Verbal communication 
typically provides only an overview of the process.  Thus, without proper 
reiteration and responsive restatement, room is created for private 
interpretation and potential misunderstandings regarding the details of 
the process.  In addition, the person attempting to communicate may 
miss the mark. There may be a misstatement the objective, the pattern, 

Perfecting Outsourcing Processes
This article is to help management identify, defi ne, evaluate, and 

improve processes associated with outsourcing initiatives.
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the process, or the procedures.  Years of statistics evidence that verbal 
communication results in signifi cant recall problems.  In fact, evidence 
suggests that less than one-half of what we verbally communicate is 
remembered by recipients. 

Non-Verbal
Simple presentation of documentation, via email or hardcopy constitutes 
the majority of non-verbal communication.  One benefi t of non-verbal 
communication is the reduction of management-invested time.  Less 
management time is required to convey the essential and detailed 
concepts of a process.  Management is not occupied by verbal 
communication, distracting them from other responsibilities, and ‘burning 
salaries’ in potentially less effective verbal communication.  Non-verbal 
communication eliminates the “I thought you said” syndrome and 
provides a roadmap for production and expectations.  Responsibilities 
and stewardships can be clearly defi ned and outlined. Details can be 
adequately described and referenced.  Procedures outlined concretely 
provide management with anticipation and expectation that the procedures 
will be adhered to without loss of unnecessary time.  Forgetfulness 
attendant to verbal communication is eliminated as non-verbal 
communication provides a precise method in which the process can be 
measured and followed.     

As prone to miscommunication as verbal is, non-verbal communication 
is prone to promote proper communication.  However, just because a 
process is defi ned and documented, that fact itself does not guarantee 
proper understanding and interpretation of the non-verbal documentation.  
Non-verbal communication is therefore also subject to miscommunication.

Non-verbal communication provides no feedback.  Without feedback, the 
project may turn in a direction not envisioned by management.  There 
exists no opportunity for discussion of the terms, provisions and directives 
of the written communication and accordingly, concepts, phrases, and 
words are left to private interpretation.  Non-verbal communication 
provides less opportunity for analysis and examination.

Complete Communication
It is a trite phrase to conclude that proper communication is essential 
for a process to be brought to a successful completion.  Proper 
communication, however, is neither verbal nor non-verbal exclusive of 
the other.  Both types of communication are required to bring the parties 
to a mutual understanding of the desired intent of the process.  To 
bring about this vital meeting of the minds, the following procedure is 
suggested.  A presentation of the process including a broad overview of 
the key concepts can be presented verbally.  This would be followed with 
a detailed non-verbal presentation of the details, objectives and other 
criteria of the process.  Once the recipient has received the non-verbal 
communication and has had adequate time and opportunity to digest it, 
another verbal interchange is required to assure mutual understanding 
of the objectives, time constraints, anticipated budget, milestones, etc. 
Proper communication must be a tripod between verbal communication, 
non-verbal documentation, and the required questioning/feedback 
process (sometimes utilizing repetition) to ensure proper reception 
and understanding of the transmitted concepts.  This communication 
procedure is a key element in establishing, maintaining and completing 
outsourcing initiatives that are synchronized and processes effi cient.

4.  Establish Accountability
In order for a process to be evaluated or refi ned, there must be a 
system of accountability for that process.  This system of reporting or 
accountability is based on the initial process defi nition and perfected by 
the measurements of evaluation that are therein clearly defi ned.  

5.  Defi ne the Reporting system
Utilizing the methods of evaluation previously defi ned during process 
defi nition, a system of reporting must be established.  The reporting 
system utilized will vary with the process from the complex to the simple.  
It can be tracking numbers, costs, progress, effectiveness, effi ciencies, 
communication, feedback or similar procedures.  The goal of the reporting 
system is to insure the success and mission of the process.  The reporting 
system consists of methods of evaluation of progress, organizing 
those methods of evaluation, and determining how to measure those 
progress increments.  The reporting system must provide a snapshot of 

the process and provide a means of measuring progress.  Defi ning the 
reporting system also includes establishing who is going to report, how 
they are going to report, the frequencies of their periodic reports, and 
fi nally what the reports are to contain.  The report must be based on the 
measurements of evaluation as set forth during process defi nition. 

Periodic Evaluation
Periodic evaluation is the gathering of those measurements of evaluation 
in order to establish a snapshot of the process at any given time.  Process 
effi ciency can be then compared to the predefi ned goal of the process 
by comparing the measurements of evaluation against predetermined 
expectations, other snapshots of the process, or additional instruments 
of measurement.  The more common a process, the easier it will be to 
evaluate the effi ciency of that process.  There will be many like processes 
or understood pre-expectations that can be heavily used as a means 
for measurement or evaluation.  However a rare process will likely 
be more diffi cult to analyze and must be fi rst compared to predefi ned 
expectations.  Growth and ineffi ciency can then be recognized through the 
periodic comparison of the snapshots as defi ned by the measurements of 
evaluation.
Periodic evaluation is simply an occasional evaluation of the process 
based on the measurements of evaluation to ensure process effi ciency.  
Through these evaluations, an analysis of the process can be construed.  
The process can be analyzed, measured, and compared in order to see 
how effi cient or ineffi cient the process is at any given time.  Process 
effi ciency depends on a number of factors but can be greatly increased if 
the process is evaluated, and the defi nitions are updated and documented 
on a periodic basis.  Otherwise, unchecked processes can run ineffi ciently 
and cost production time and money.  

Method for Feedback
An important part of analyzing a process is the necessity of feedback from 
those involved.  There are times when processes can be most effi ciently 
analyzed externally and there are times when critical information comes 
from within the trenches.  It is necessary to understand the mindset of 
everyone involved in each process.  Those that are doing the actual work 
may be the fi rst to perceive ineffi ciencies, frustrations, obstacles and 
breakdowns in a process.  Establishing a method for involved personnel 
to communicate suggestions may be critical in allowing management to 
evaluate and analyze a process.  This feedback may be verbal or non-
verbal, but is necessary to reap the full rewards of the process evaluation.

6.  Weighing Results Against Process Goals 
If the process is clearly defi ned initially, the overall goal of the process as 
well as the measurement of the valuation will be clearly defi ned.  Also, with 
effective gathering, reporting, and accountability, those measurements 
of evaluation can be effectively gathered for analyzation.  This will make 
analyzing the results of the process possible.  
This is where the rubber meets the road.  Utilizing the reported results 
management can weigh those results against the process’s initially 
stated goals and determine if the process is both effective and effi cient.  
“Effective” addresses the question: “Is the process functioning?”  “Effi cient” 
addresses the question: “Is that process concise and functioning as 
effi ciently as possible?”  These two questions lead to the answer to the 
fi nal question, “Is this process costing more production money than 
budgeted or is the process saving money for the project?” Process 
effi ciency is manifest in the observation of required time and personnel.  

Analyzing Feedback
It is important the management consider feedback received regarding the 
process. While feedback does not dictate the effectiveness of the process, 
it may be helpful in recognizing ineffi ciencies.  Additionally, feedback may 
help refi ne the process as a whole.  Finally, it will assist in determining the 
current needs of the process.

7.  Identifying Ineffi ciencies
Utilizing all information gathered from weighing reported results 
against process goals, as well as analyzing appropriate feedback from 
those involved in the process, management should be able to identify 
current and past ineffi ciencies in any less-than-optimal process. These 
ineffi ciencies may include such items as over-spending, under-utilization, 
under-qualifi ed provider, ineffi cient provider, communication breakdowns, 
misappropriation of funds, time, or talent, or similar problems.
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8.  Instituting Change
The real battle for management will be instituting the changes necessary to alter the ineffi ciencies to a point where they become effi cient and production 
is maximized.  As ineffi ciencies are identifi ed, management must follow the same pre-defi ned path to implement the change necessary to address 
the ineffi ciency.  This will most likely begin with a redefi nition and re-documentation of the process itself.  Once the process is fully understood by 
management, and that understanding is made clear through proper documentation, then the process in its new form can be clearly articulated to those 
involved.  The most important step in refi ning outsourcing processes comes after all the aforementioned work has been completed.  What remains 
undone is the key to creating more streamlined, effective, and ultimately less costly business processes.  Refi ning business process involves the careful 
weighting of process goals, reported process effectiveness identifi ed by measurements of evaluation, and fi nally, identifi cation of ineffi ciencies within the 
current process.  Though the identifi cation of ineffi ciencies is necessary, and a clear understanding of how to better the process is mandatory, even more 
important is the ability to enact that change against current processes that are comfortable and familiar to employees.  The bottom line is the method 
used for initial creation of the process, namely, defi nition, documentation, communication, etc., can be constantly reemployed to redefi ne processes 
making them more effi cient.
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Reinvented Inc Abyss Lights Studio
1047 Mississippi Street #8 ul. P. Grigorenka 26 A, apt 206
San Francsico, CA 94107 Kiev, Darnitskiy r/n 02068
United States Ukraine
www.reinventedinc.com 1 www.abyss-lights.com 2

ACT3animation AeroHills
level 2, 240 chapel street Ukraine, Kyiv, Dovnar Zapolskogo 1
prahran, victoria 3181 Kyiv, Kyiv 04116
Australia Ukraine
www.act3animation.com  3 aerohills.com 4

Alcazar Entertainment Animation Farm
601 Van Ness Ave #E3314 321 West Ben White, Ste 106a
San Francisco, CA 90069 Austin, TX 78704
United States United States
www.ALCAZAR-ENTERTAINMENT.com 5 www.theanimationfarm.com 6

Anino Computer Entertainment Inc Anino Mobile Inc.
unit 905 alpa 2 bldg., trade st., madrigal business park, 55-a matahimik st. teachers village west, diliman
muntinlupa, national capital region 1101 quezon city, national capital region 1101
Philippines Philippines
www.aninoentertainment.com  7 www.aninomobile.com 8

Anivista Applied Gravity Inc
3 Cedarbrook Corp. Park Raffles Building
Cranbury, New Jersy 08512 21st street avenue road
United States Kolkata, WB 700017
www.anivista.com  9 India

www.appliedgravity.net 10

Ark VFX Asorson Studios
Lydgate House 19744 Beach Blvd.
Lydgate Lane #360
Sheffield, S. Yorks S10 5FH Huntington Beach, CA 92648
United Kingdom United States
www.arkvfx.net 11 www.asorsonstudios.com 12

Bad Flip Productions Ballistic Pixel Lab, Inc.
339 W Lexington Drive #A4 43 Skyline Dr
Glendale, CA 91203 Building 4000 Suite 3001
United States Lake Mary, FL 32746
www.badflip.com  13 United States

www.balisticpixel.com 14

Bamtang Games BITWEEN S.R.L:
Juan Fanning 131 Via Lura 43
Miraflores, Lima 18 RHO, Milan 20017
Peru Italy
www.bamtang.com  15 http:((www.bitween.com 0

Bravo Interactive BTE Soft LLC
107-106 Peremogy Avenue 24/2 Avtazavodskaya
Kiev, Kiev 03115 Kiev, Kiev 04074
Ukraine Ukraine
http://www.bravointeractive.com  1 www.btesoft.com 2

Critical Mass Interactive, Inc. Digital Dimension Development
9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203 n/a
Austin, TX 78729 Moscow, Moscow Region n/a
United States Russian Federation
www.criticalmassinteractive.com  3 http://www.d3company.com 4

E M Studios FlipSide Games
307 West George St. Suite 751 HatchAsia GlobalCity Center
Glasgow, Lanarkshire G2 4LF Bonifacio SEZ
United Kingdom Taguig City, Mretro Manila 1634
http://www.emstudios.co.uk/ 5 Philippines

http://www.flipsidegames.net 6

FRONTLINE Studios, Inc. Game Options Limited
27 Kosciuszki Street 147 Strathern Road
Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079 Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR
Poland United Kingdom
http://www.frontstudios.com/  7 www.gameops.co.uk 8

GameRez 3d Geebo Digital Studios
1165 Lincoln Avenue Mega-RMG3 Building 667 Sgt. Bumatay St
Suite 208 Mandaluyong, Metro Manila 1550
San Jose, CA 95125 Philippines
United States www.geebodigital.com 10
www.gamerez3d.com  9

Gekido Design Group Inc Getput Software
#208 - 402 W Pender St Andrade 9, 1st 3rd
Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6 Barcelona, Barcelona 08018
Canada Spain
http://www.gekidodesigns.com 11 http://www.braingames.getput.com/ 12

Glass Hat Software Inc. globeCREATIVE, Inc.
2837 Einstein Way Apt 104 16152 Tyee
Orlando, FL 32826 Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3440
United States United States
http://www.glass-hat.com  13 www.globecreative.com 14

GrapeVine Productions Inferis Interactive
4444 Riverside Drive Suite 100 Nahuel Huapí 1697
Burbank, CA 91505 Ituzaingó, Buenos Aires B1714DDG
United States Argentina
www.grapevineproductions.com  15 http://www.inferisinteractive.com/ 0
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New Zealand www.jeffmcateer.com 2
indevelopment  1

Kunoichi, Inc. Marshall Vandruff
4619 N. Ravenswood Ave. 24656 Via Carlos
Suite #204 Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-7604
Chicago, IL 60640 United States
United States http://www.marshallart.com 4
www.kunoichi.com 3

Massive Black Inc. Monarch | GDCusa
842 Folsom St 5290 W. Washington Blvd.
Second Floor Los Angeles, CA 90016
San Francisco, CA 94107 United States
United States www.GDCusa.com 6
www.massiveblack.com 5

NAVTEQ Nikitova LLC
222 Merchandise Mart Plaza 1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200
Suite 900 Oak Brook, IL 60523
Chicago, IL 60654 United States
United States www.nikitova.com 8
http://www.navteq.com 7

Nival Interactive Phoenix Digital Entertainment
1030 Bacy Street 63 GatesGill St
Suite #4 Brampton, Ontario L6X 3S9
Santa Monica, CA 90405 Canada
United States http://www.phoenixdigitalent.com 10
www.nival.com  9

Pixeltek Gaming Solutions Plastic Wax
Shiv Sagar Estate, A Basement 34 Tennyson Road
Dr Annie Besant Rd Breakfast Point
Mumbai, Mumbai 400018 Sydney, NSW 2047
India Australia
http://www.pixeltek.com 11 www.plasticwax.com 12

RABCAT entertainment Ringtail Studios
Fernkorngasse 10 Laki 19
Vienna, Austria 1100 Tallinn, Harjr umaa 12915
Austria Estonia
www.rabcat.com  13 www.ringtail-studios.com 14

ROLTA INDIA LIMITED Sabarasa Entertainment srl
Rolta Tower 'A', Rolta Technology Park, 22nd street, MIDC Echeverria 1825 PB
Marol, Andheri (E), Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires C1428DRE
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093 Argentina
India http://www.sabarasa.com 0
www.rolta.com  15

Torc Interactive Trango Interactive
Drumhaggart Suite 307, Evacuee Trust Complex
Muff, Donegal Co. Donegal Aga Khan Road, F-5/1
Ireland Islamabad, Federal 44000
http://www.torcinteractive.com  1 Pakistan

www.itrango.com 2

Twelve Interactive Valkyrie Entertainment, LLC
2° Trav. Verdogne, 2 900 1st Ave S
Crotone, Italy 88900 Suite 410
Italy Seattle, WA 98134
www.twelvegames.com  3 United States

www.valent.us 4

VirtualRay.ru Wahoo Studios, Inc.
6th Parkovaya Street, house 29A, flat 30 405 South 100 East
Moscow, Moscow 105043 Suite 13
Russian Federation Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
www.virtualray.ru 5 United States

www.wahoo.com 6

Zeppelin Design
178 Mihai Bravu, bl 222, ap 24, S2, Bucharest 031456, Romania
Bucharest, not applyable 031456
Romania
www.zeppelindesign.com 7

Lantern Games Reinvented Inc
88 A Public Square 1047 Mississippi Street #8
Monmouth, IL 61462 San Francsico, CA 94107
United States United States
www.lanterngames.com www.reinventedinc.com

Abyss Lights Studio ACT3animation
ul. P. Grigorenka 26 A, apt 206 level 2, 240 chapel street
Kiev, Darnitskiy r/n 02068 prahran, victoria 3181
Ukraine Australia
www.abyss-lights.com www.act3animation.com

AeroHills Alcazar Entertainment
Ukraine, Kyiv, Dovnar Zapolskogo 1 601 Van Ness Ave #E3314
Kyiv, Kyiv 04116 San Francisco, CA 90069
Ukraine United States
aerohills.com www.ALCAZAR-ENTERTAINMENT.com

Modeling
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www.theanimationfarm.com www.aninoentertainment.com

Anivista Applied Gravity Inc
3 Cedarbrook Corp. Park Raffles Building
Cranbury, New Jersy 08512 21st street avenue road
United States Kolkata, WB 700017
www.anivista.com India

www.appliedgravity.net

Ark VFX Asorson Studios
Lydgate House 19744 Beach Blvd.
Lydgate Lane #360
Sheffield, S. Yorks S10 5FH Huntington Beach, CA 92648
United Kingdom United States
www.arkvfx.net www.asorsonstudios.com

Ballistic Pixel Lab, Inc. Bamtang Games
43 Skyline Dr Juan Fanning 131
Building 4000 Suite 3001 Miraflores, Lima 18
Lake Mary, FL 32746 Peru
United States www.bamtang.com
www.balisticpixel.com

Boxx Studios Bravo Interactive
Tampak Siring Raya Ruko Daan Mogot Baru Blok KJ-D No. 3 107-106 Peremogy Avenue
Jakarta, DKI Jakarta 11840 Kiev, Kiev 03115
Indonesia Ukraine
http://www.boxxstudios.com http://www.bravointeractive.com

BTE Soft LLC C4 Digital Entertainment Inc.
24/2 Avtazavodskaya 120-11960 Hammersmith Way
Kiev, Kiev 04074 Richmond, BC V7A 5C9
Ukraine Canada
www.btesoft.com www.c4digital.com

Chakra Interactive Critical Mass Interactive, Inc.
G-46 Dhanraja  Mahal 9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203
Chhatrapati Shivaja i Marg Austin, TX 78729
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400039 United States
India www.criticalmassinteractive.com
www.chakrainteractive.com

Csharks Dhruva Interactive
XIII/349, Opp. Municipal Bus Terminal, Nirmala College Road, Domlur 2nd Stage, Bangalore, India
Muvattupuzha Bangalore 560 071
Ernakulam, Kerala 686661 NA, NA NA
India India
http://www.csharks.com www.dhruva.com

Digimation Digital Dimension Development
115 James Drive West n/a
Suite 140 Moscow, Moscow Region n/a
St. Rose, LA 70087 Russian Federation
United States http://www.d3company.com
www.digimation.com

E M Studios Eyetronics
307 West George St. 3424 W. Carson St
Glasgow, Lanarkshire G2 4LF Suite 210
United Kingdom Torrance, CA 90503
http://www.emstudios.co.uk/ United States

www.eyetronics.com

FlipSide Games Frogwares
Suite 751 HatchAsia GlobalCity Center 3 Avenue de la Pepiniere
Bonifacio SEZ Fontenais sous Bois, Paris NA
Taguig City, Mretro Manila 1634 France
Philippines www.frogwares.com.ua
http://www.flipsidegames.net

FRONTLINE Studios, Inc. Game Options Limited
27 Kosciuszki Street 147 Strathern Road
Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079 Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR
Poland United Kingdom
http://www.frontstudios.com/ www.gameops.co.uk

GameRez 3d Geebo Digital Studios
1165 Lincoln Avenue Mega-RMG3 Building 667 Sgt. Bumatay St
Suite 208 Mandaluyong, Metro Manila 1550
San Jose, CA 95125 Philippines
United States www.geebodigital.com
www.gamerez3d.com

Gekido Design Group Inc globeCREATIVE, Inc.
#208 - 402 W Pender St 16152 Tyee
Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6 Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3440
Canada United States
http://www.gekidodesigns.com www.globecreative.com

GrapeVine Productions Heavyworks Studio

4444 Riverside Drive Suite 100 Str. Soseaua Giurgiului, Nr. 50A, Sector 4, Bucuresti, Romania 7000
Burbank, CA 91505 Bucuresti, NA 7000
United States Romania
www.grapevineproductions.com http://www.heavyworksstudio.com/
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Russian Federation United States
under construction www.jeffmcateer.com

Lamplighter Studios Massive Black Inc.
61 Camino Alto 842 Folsom St
Suite 100 C Second Floor
Mill Valley, ca 94941 San Francisco, CA 94107
United States United States
www.lamplighterstudios.com www.massiveblack.com

Monarch | GDCusa NAVTEQ
5290 W. Washington Blvd. 222 Merchandise Mart Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90016 Suite 900
United States Chicago, IL 60654
www.GDCusa.com United States

http://www.navteq.com

Nikitova LLC Nival Interactive
1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200 1030 Bacy Street
Oak Brook, IL 60523 Suite #4
United States Santa Monica, CA 90405
www.nikitova.com United States

www.nival.com

Phoenix Digital Entertainment Pixeltek Gaming Solutions 
63 GatesGill St Shiv Sagar Estate, A Basement
Brampton, Ontario L6X 3S9 Dr Annie Besant Rd
Canada Mumbai, Mumbai 400018
http://www.phoenixdigitalent.com India

http://www.pixeltek.com

Plastic Wax RABCAT entertainment
34 Tennyson Road Fernkorngasse 10
Breakfast Point Vienna, Austria 1100
Sydney, NSW 2047 Austria
Australia www.rabcat.com
www.plasticwax.com

Ringtail Studios ROLTA INDIA LIMITED
Laki 19 Rolta Tower 'A', Rolta Technology Park, 22nd street, MIDC
Tallinn, Harjr umaa 12915 Marol, Andheri (E),
Estonia Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093
www.ringtail-studios.com India

www.rolta.com

Sabarasa Entertainment srl Signature Devices, Inc.
Echeverria 1825 PB 1153 Bordeaux Drive
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires C1428DRE Suite 211
Argentina Sunnyvale, CA 94089
http://www.sabarasa.com United States

http://www.signaturedevices.com/

Torc Interactive Trango Interactive
Drumhaggart Suite 307, Evacuee Trust Complex
Muff, Donegal Co. Donegal Aga Khan Road, F-5/1
Ireland Islamabad, Federal 44000
http://www.torcinteractive.com Pakistan

www.itrango.com

Tres3d Twelve Interactive
5105 Route 33 2° Trav. Verdogne, 2
Farmingdale, New Jersey 07727 Crotone, Italy 88900
United States Italy
http://www.tres3d.com www.twelvegames.com

Valkyrie Entertainment, LLC VERB Animation Studios North
900 1st Ave S 341 Berry St
Suite 410 Shelburne, ON L0N 1S2
Seattle, WA 98134 Canada
United States www.verbanimation.com
www.valent.us

Wahoo Studios, Inc. WIT Entertainment
405 South 100 East Kungsängsgatan 36d
Suite 13 Uppsala, n/a S-75322
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062 Sweden
United States www.witentertainment.com
www.wahoo.com

Zeppelin Design
178 Mihai Bravu, bl 222, ap 24, S2, Bucharest 031456, Romania
Bucharest, not applyable 031456
Romania
www.zeppelindesign.com

Lantern Games Reinvented Inc
88 A Public Square 1047 Mississippi Street #8
Monmouth, IL 61462 San Francsico, CA 94107
United States United States
www.lanterngames.com www.reinventedinc.com

Abyss Lights Studio ACT3animation
ul. P. Grigorenka 26 A, apt 206 level 2, 240 chapel street
Kiev, Darnitskiy r/n 02068 prahran, victoria 3181
Ukraine Australia
www.abyss-lights.com www.act3animation.com

Texturing
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Animation Farm Anino Computer Entertainment Inc
321 West Ben White, Ste 106a unit 905 alpa 2 bldg., trade st., madrigal business park,
Austin, TX 78704 muntinlupa, national capital region 1101
United States Philippines
www.theanimationfarm.com www.aninoentertainment.com

Anivista Applied Gravity Inc
3 Cedarbrook Corp. Park Raffles Building
Cranbury, New Jersy 08512 21st street avenue road
United States Kolkata, WB 700017
www.anivista.com India

www.appliedgravity.net

Ark VFX Asorson Studios
Lydgate House 19744 Beach Blvd.
Lydgate Lane #360
Sheffield, S. Yorks S10 5FH Huntington Beach, CA 92648
United Kingdom United States
www.arkvfx.net www.asorsonstudios.com

Ballistic Pixel Lab, Inc. Bamtang Games
43 Skyline Dr Juan Fanning 131
Building 4000 Suite 3001 Miraflores, Lima 18
Lake Mary, FL 32746 Peru
United States www.bamtang.com
www.balisticpixel.com

Boxx Studios Bravo Interactive
Tampak Siring Raya Ruko Daan Mogot Baru Blok KJ-D No. 3 107-106 Peremogy Avenue
Jakarta, DKI Jakarta 11840 Kiev, Kiev 03115
Indonesia Ukraine
http://www.boxxstudios.com http://www.bravointeractive.com

BTE Soft LLC C4 Digital Entertainment Inc.
24/2 Avtazavodskaya 120-11960 Hammersmith Way
Kiev, Kiev 04074 Richmond, BC V7A 5C9
Ukraine Canada
www.btesoft.com www.c4digital.com

Chakra Interactive Critical Mass Interactive, Inc.
G-46 Dhanraja  Mahal 9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203
Chhatrapati Shivaja i Marg Austin, TX 78729
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400039 United States
India www.criticalmassinteractive.com
www.chakrainteractive.com

Csharks Dhruva Interactive
XIII/349, Opp. Municipal Bus Terminal, Nirmala College Road, Domlur 2nd Stage, Bangalore, India
Muvattupuzha Bangalore 560 071
Ernakulam, Kerala 686661 NA, NA NA
India India
http://www.csharks.com www.dhruva.com

Digimation Digital Dimension Development
115 James Drive West n/a
Suite 140 Moscow, Moscow Region n/a
St. Rose, LA 70087 Russian Federation
United States http://www.d3company.com
www.digimation.com

E M Studios FlipSide Games
307 West George St. Suite 751 HatchAsia GlobalCity Center
Glasgow, Lanarkshire G2 4LF Bonifacio SEZ
United Kingdom Taguig City, Mretro Manila 1634
http://www.emstudios.co.uk/ Philippines

http://www.flipsidegames.net

Frogwares FRONTLINE Studios, Inc.
3 Avenue de la Pepiniere 27 Kosciuszki Street
Fontenais sous Bois, Paris NA Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079
France Poland
www.frogwares.com.ua http://www.frontstudios.com/

Game Options Limited GameRez 3d
147 Strathern Road 1165 Lincoln Avenue
Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR Suite 208
United Kingdom San Jose, CA 95125
www.gameops.co.uk United States

www.gamerez3d.com

Geebo Digital Studios Gekido Design Group Inc
Mega-RMG3 Building 667 Sgt. Bumatay St #208 - 402 W Pender St
Mandaluyong, Metro Manila 1550 Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6
Philippines Canada
www.geebodigital.com http://www.gekidodesigns.com

globeCREATIVE, Inc. GrapeVine Productions
16152 Tyee 4444 Riverside Drive Suite 100
Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3440 Burbank, CA 91505
United States United States
www.globecreative.com www.grapevineproductions.com

Heavyworks Studio Ivanov Vladimir M
Str. Soseaua Giurgiului, Nr. 50A, Sector 4, Bucuresti, Romania 7000 Zhukovsky, Serova street
Bucuresti, NA 7000 Zhukovsky, Moscow region 140181
Romania Russian Federation
http://www.heavyworksstudio.com/ under construction
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www.lamplighterstudios.com

Massive Black Inc. Monarch | GDCusa
842 Folsom St 5290 W. Washington Blvd.
Second Floor Los Angeles, CA 90016
San Francisco, CA 94107 United States
United States www.GDCusa.com
www.massiveblack.com

Nikitova LLC Nival Interactive
1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200 1030 Bacy Street
Oak Brook, IL 60523 Suite #4
United States Santa Monica, CA 90405
www.nikitova.com United States

www.nival.com

Phoenix Digital Entertainment Pixeltek Gaming Solutions 
63 GatesGill St Shiv Sagar Estate, A Basement
Brampton, Ontario L6X 3S9 Dr Annie Besant Rd
Canada Mumbai, Mumbai 400018
http://www.phoenixdigitalent.com India

http://www.pixeltek.com

Plastic Wax RABCAT entertainment
34 Tennyson Road Fernkorngasse 10
Breakfast Point Vienna, Austria 1100
Sydney, NSW 2047 Austria
Australia www.rabcat.com
www.plasticwax.com

Ringtail Studios ROLTA INDIA LIMITED
Laki 19 Rolta Tower 'A', Rolta Technology Park, 22nd street, MIDC
Tallinn, Harjr umaa 12915 Marol, Andheri (E),
Estonia Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093
www.ringtail-studios.com India

www.rolta.com

Sabarasa Entertainment srl Signature Devices, Inc.
Echeverria 1825 PB 1153 Bordeaux Drive
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires C1428DRE Suite 211
Argentina Sunnyvale, CA 94089
http://www.sabarasa.com United States

http://www.signaturedevices.com/

SophSoft, Incorporated Torc Interactive
Post Office Box 4936 Drumhaggart
East Lansing, Michigan 48826-4936 Muff, Donegal Co. Donegal
United States Ireland
http://www.sophsoft.com http://www.torcinteractive.com

Trango Interactive Tres3d
Suite 307, Evacuee Trust Complex 5105 Route 33
Aga Khan Road, F-5/1 Farmingdale, New Jersey 07727
Islamabad, Federal 44000 United States
Pakistan http://www.tres3d.com
www.itrango.com

Twelve Interactive UV Specialist
2° Trav. Verdogne, 2 1545 Eddy St. apt s3-221
Crotone, Italy 88900 San Francisco, CA 94115
Italy United States
www.twelvegames.com na

Valkyrie Entertainment, LLC VERB Animation Studios North
900 1st Ave S 341 Berry St
Suite 410 Shelburne, ON L0N 1S2
Seattle, WA 98134 Canada
United States www.verbanimation.com
www.valent.us

Wahoo Studios, Inc. WIT Entertainment
405 South 100 East Kungsängsgatan 36d
Suite 13 Uppsala, n/a S-75322
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062 Sweden
United States www.witentertainment.com
www.wahoo.com

Zeppelin Design
178 Mihai Bravu, bl 222, ap 24, S2, Bucharest 031456, Romania
Bucharest, not applyable 031456
Romania
www.zeppelindesign.com

Lantern Games Reinvented Inc
88 A Public Square 1047 Mississippi Street #8
Monmouth, IL 61462 San Francsico, CA 94107
United States United States
www.lanterngames.com www.reinventedinc.com

Abyss Lights Studio ACT3animation
ul. P. Grigorenka 26 A, apt 206 level 2, 240 chapel street
Kiev, Darnitskiy r/n 02068 prahran, victoria 3181
Ukraine Australia
www.abyss-lights.com www.act3animation.com

Rigging & Animation
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Animation Farm Anino Computer Entertainment Inc
321 West Ben White, Ste 106a unit 905 alpa 2 bldg., trade st., madrigal business park,
Austin, TX 78704 muntinlupa, national capital region 1101
United States Philippines
www.theanimationfarm.com www.aninoentertainment.com

Anivista Applied Gravity Inc
3 Cedarbrook Corp. Park Raffles Building
Cranbury, New Jersy 08512 21st street avenue road
United States Kolkata, WB 700017
www.anivista.com India

www.appliedgravity.net

Asorson Studios Ballistic Pixel Lab, Inc.
19744 Beach Blvd. 43 Skyline Dr
#360 Building 4000 Suite 3001
Huntington Beach, CA 92648 Lake Mary, FL 32746
United States United States
www.asorsonstudios.com www.balisticpixel.com

Bamtang Games Boxx Studios
Juan Fanning 131 Tampak Siring Raya Ruko Daan Mogot Baru Blok KJ-D No. 3
Miraflores, Lima 18 Jakarta, DKI Jakarta 11840
Peru Indonesia
www.bamtang.com http://www.boxxstudios.com

Bravo Interactive BTE Soft LLC
107-106 Peremogy Avenue 24/2 Avtazavodskaya
Kiev, Kiev 03115 Kiev, Kiev 04074
Ukraine Ukraine
http://www.bravointeractive.com www.btesoft.com

C4 Digital Entertainment Inc. Chakra Interactive
120-11960 Hammersmith Way G-46 Dhanraja  Mahal
Richmond, BC V7A 5C9 Chhatrapati Shivaja i Marg
Canada Mumbai, Maharashtra 400039
www.c4digital.com India

www.chakrainteractive.com

Critical Mass Interactive, Inc. Digimation
9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203 115 James Drive West
Austin, TX 78729 Suite 140
United States St. Rose, LA 70087
www.criticalmassinteractive.com United States

www.digimation.com

Digital Dimension Development E M Studios
n/a 307 West George St.
Moscow, Moscow Region n/a Glasgow, Lanarkshire G2 4LF
Russian Federation United Kingdom
http://www.d3company.com http://www.emstudios.co.uk/

FlipSide Games Frogwares
Suite 751 HatchAsia GlobalCity Center 3 Avenue de la Pepiniere
Bonifacio SEZ Fontenais sous Bois, Paris NA
Taguig City, Mretro Manila 1634 France
Philippines www.frogwares.com.ua
http://www.flipsidegames.net

FRONTLINE Studios, Inc. Game Options Limited
27 Kosciuszki Street 147 Strathern Road
Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079 Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR
Poland United Kingdom
http://www.frontstudios.com/ www.gameops.co.uk

GameRez 3d Geebo Digital Studios
1165 Lincoln Avenue Mega-RMG3 Building 667 Sgt. Bumatay St
Suite 208 Mandaluyong, Metro Manila 1550
San Jose, CA 95125 Philippines
United States www.geebodigital.com
www.gamerez3d.com

Gekido Design Group Inc Getput Software
#208 - 402 W Pender St Andrade 9, 1st 3rd
Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6 Barcelona, Barcelona 08018
Canada Spain
http://www.gekidodesigns.com http://www.braingames.getput.com/

globeCREATIVE, Inc. GrapeVine Productions
16152 Tyee 4444 Riverside Drive Suite 100
Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3440 Burbank, CA 91505
United States United States
www.globecreative.com www.grapevineproductions.com

Heavyworks Studio Ivanov Vladimir M
Str. Soseaua Giurgiului, Nr. 50A, Sector 4, Bucuresti, Romania 7000 Zhukovsky, Serova street
Bucuresti, NA 7000 Zhukovsky, Moscow region 140181
Romania Russian Federation
http://www.heavyworksstudio.com/ under construction

Lamplighter Studios Massive Black Inc.
61 Camino Alto 842 Folsom St
Suite 100 C Second Floor
Mill Valley, ca 94941 San Francisco, CA 94107
United States United States
www.lamplighterstudios.com www.massiveblack.com
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www.mastudios.com

Nikitova LLC Nival Interactive
1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200 1030 Bacy Street
Oak Brook, IL 60523 Suite #4
United States Santa Monica, CA 90405
www.nikitova.com United States

www.nival.com

Phoenix Digital Entertainment Pixeltek Gaming Solutions 
63 GatesGill St Shiv Sagar Estate, A Basement
Brampton, Ontario L6X 3S9 Dr Annie Besant Rd
Canada Mumbai, Mumbai 400018
http://www.phoenixdigitalent.com India

http://www.pixeltek.com

Plastic Wax RABCAT entertainment
34 Tennyson Road Fernkorngasse 10
Breakfast Point Vienna, Austria 1100
Sydney, NSW 2047 Austria
Australia www.rabcat.com
www.plasticwax.com

Ringtail Studios ROLTA INDIA LIMITED
Laki 19 Rolta Tower 'A', Rolta Technology Park, 22nd street, MIDC
Tallinn, Harjr umaa 12915 Marol, Andheri (E),
Estonia Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093
www.ringtail-studios.com India

www.rolta.com

Sabarasa Entertainment srl Signature Devices, Inc.
Echeverria 1825 PB 1153 Bordeaux Drive
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires C1428DRE Suite 211
Argentina Sunnyvale, CA 94089
http://www.sabarasa.com United States

http://www.signaturedevices.com/

Spine3D Torc Interactive
8880 NW 20th Street, Suite A Drumhaggart
Miami, FL 33172 Muff, Donegal Co. Donegal
United States Ireland
www.spine3d.com http://www.torcinteractive.com

Trango Interactive Tres3d
Suite 307, Evacuee Trust Complex 5105 Route 33
Aga Khan Road, F-5/1 Farmingdale, New Jersey 07727
Islamabad, Federal 44000 United States
Pakistan http://www.tres3d.com
www.itrango.com

Twelve Interactive Valkyrie Entertainment, LLC
2° Trav. Verdogne, 2 900 1st Ave S
Crotone, Italy 88900 Suite 410
Italy Seattle, WA 98134
www.twelvegames.com United States

www.valent.us

VERB Animation Studios North Wahoo Studios, Inc.
341 Berry St 405 South 100 East
Shelburne, ON L0N 1S2 Suite 13
Canada Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
www.verbanimation.com United States

www.wahoo.com

WIT Entertainment Zeppelin Design
Kungsängsgatan 36d 178 Mihai Bravu, bl 222, ap 24, S2, Bucharest 031456, Romania
Uppsala, n/a S-75322 Bucharest, not applyable 031456
Sweden Romania
www.witentertainment.com www.zeppelindesign.com

Lantern Games Reinvented Inc
88 A Public Square 1047 Mississippi Street #8
Monmouth, IL 61462 San Francsico, CA 94107
United States United States
www.lanterngames.com www.reinventedinc.com

Abyss Lights Studio ACT3animation
ul. P. Grigorenka 26 A, apt 206 level 2, 240 chapel street
Kiev, Darnitskiy r/n 02068 prahran, victoria 3181
Ukraine Australia
www.abyss-lights.com www.act3animation.com

AeroHills Alcazar Entertainment
Ukraine, Kyiv, Dovnar Zapolskogo 1 601 Van Ness Ave #E3314
Kyiv, Kyiv 04116 San Francisco, CA 90069
Ukraine United States
aerohills.com www.ALCAZAR-ENTERTAINMENT.com

Animation Farm Anino Computer Entertainment Inc
321 West Ben White, Ste 106a unit 905 alpa 2 bldg., trade st., madrigal business park,
Austin, TX 78704 muntinlupa, national capital region 1101
United States Philippines
www.theanimationfarm.com www.aninoentertainment.com

FMV/Cinematics
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www.anivista.com India
www.appliedgravity.net

Ark VFX Asorson Studios
Lydgate House 19744 Beach Blvd.
Lydgate Lane #360
Sheffield, S. Yorks S10 5FH Huntington Beach, CA 92648
United Kingdom United States
www.arkvfx.net www.asorsonstudios.com

Ballistic Pixel Lab, Inc. Black Powder Media Inc.
43 Skyline Dr 1984 N.Main St. #204
Building 4000 Suite 3001 Los Angeles, CA 90031
Lake Mary, FL 32746 United States
United States http:/www.blackpowdermedia.com/
www.balisticpixel.com

Boxx Studios BTE Soft LLC
Tampak Siring Raya Ruko Daan Mogot Baru Blok KJ-D No. 3 24/2 Avtazavodskaya
Jakarta, DKI Jakarta 11840 Kiev, Kiev 04074
Indonesia Ukraine
http://www.boxxstudios.com www.btesoft.com

C4 Digital Entertainment Inc. Critical Mass Interactive, Inc.
120-11960 Hammersmith Way 9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203
Richmond, BC V7A 5C9 Austin, TX 78729
Canada United States
www.c4digital.com www.criticalmassinteractive.com

Digimation E M Studios
115 James Drive West 307 West George St.
Suite 140 Glasgow, Lanarkshire G2 4LF
St. Rose, LA 70087 United Kingdom
United States http://www.emstudios.co.uk/
www.digimation.com

Frogwares Game Options Limited
3 Avenue de la Pepiniere 147 Strathern Road
Fontenais sous Bois, Paris NA Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR
France United Kingdom
www.frogwares.com.ua www.gameops.co.uk

GameRez 3d Geebo Digital Studios
1165 Lincoln Avenue Mega-RMG3 Building 667 Sgt. Bumatay St
Suite 208 Mandaluyong, Metro Manila 1550
San Jose, CA 95125 Philippines
United States www.geebodigital.com
www.gamerez3d.com

globeCREATIVE, Inc. GrapeVine Productions
16152 Tyee 4444 Riverside Drive Suite 100
Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3440 Burbank, CA 91505
United States United States
www.globecreative.com www.grapevineproductions.com

Heavyworks Studio JANIMATION
Str. Soseaua Giurgiului, Nr. 50A, Sector 4, Bucuresti, Romania 7000 840 Exposition Ave
Bucuresti, NA 7000 Dallas, TX 75226
Romania United States
http://www.heavyworksstudio.com/ www.janimation.com

Magenta Box Pty Ltd Massive Black Inc.
PO Box 397 842 Folsom St
Suite 9 950 Main Rd Second Floor
Eltham, Vic 3095 San Francisco, CA 94107
Australia United States
www.magentabox.com www.massiveblack.com

Monarch | GDCusa Nikitova LLC
5290 W. Washington Blvd. 1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90016 Oak Brook, IL 60523
United States United States
www.GDCusa.com www.nikitova.com

Nival Interactive Phoenix Digital Entertainment
1030 Bacy Street 63 GatesGill St
Suite #4 Brampton, Ontario L6X 3S9
Santa Monica, CA 90405 Canada
United States http://www.phoenixdigitalent.com
www.nival.com

Plastic Wax RABCAT entertainment
34 Tennyson Road Fernkorngasse 10
Breakfast Point Vienna, Austria 1100
Sydney, NSW 2047 Austria
Australia www.rabcat.com
www.plasticwax.com

Signature Devices, Inc. Spine3D
1153 Bordeaux Drive 8880 NW 20th Street, Suite A
Suite 211 Miami, FL 33172
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 United States
United States www.spine3d.com
http://www.signaturedevices.com/

Studio Tiga, Inc. Torc Interactive
22375 Caminito Tecate Drumhaggart
Laguna Hills, CA 92653 Muff, Donegal Co. Donegal
United States Ireland
www.studiotiga.com http://www.torcinteractive.com
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Valkyrie Entertainment, LLC VERB Animation Studios North
900 1st Ave S 341 Berry St
Suite 410 Shelburne, ON L0N 1S2
Seattle, WA 98134 Canada
United States www.verbanimation.com
www.valent.us

Wahoo Studios, Inc. Zeppelin Design
405 South 100 East 178 Mihai Bravu, bl 222, ap 24, S2, Bucharest 031456, Romania
Suite 13 Bucharest, not applyable 031456
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062 Romania
United States www.zeppelindesign.com
www.wahoo.com

Lantern Games Abyss Lights Studio
88 A Public Square ul. P. Grigorenka 26 A, apt 206
Monmouth, IL 61462 Kiev, Darnitskiy r/n 02068
United States Ukraine
www.lanterngames.com www.abyss-lights.com

AeroHills Anino Computer Entertainment Inc
Ukraine, Kyiv, Dovnar Zapolskogo 1 unit 905 alpa 2 bldg., trade st., madrigal business park,
Kyiv, Kyiv 04116 muntinlupa, national capital region 1101
Ukraine Philippines
aerohills.com www.aninoentertainment.com

Anivista Bamtang Games
3 Cedarbrook Corp. Park Juan Fanning 131
Cranbury, New Jersy 08512 Miraflores, Lima 18
United States Peru
www.anivista.com www.bamtang.com

Black Powder Media Inc. Critical Mass Interactive, Inc.
1984 N.Main St. #204 9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203
Los Angeles, CA 90031 Austin, TX 78729
United States United States
http:/www.blackpowdermedia.com/ www.criticalmassinteractive.com

Csharks Digital Dimension Development
XIII/349, Opp. Municipal Bus Terminal, Nirmala College Road, n/a
Muvattupuzha Moscow, Moscow Region n/a
Ernakulam, Kerala 686661 Russian Federation
India http://www.d3company.com
http://www.csharks.com

E M Studios FlipSide Games
307 West George St. Suite 751 HatchAsia GlobalCity Center
Glasgow, Lanarkshire G2 4LF Bonifacio SEZ
United Kingdom Taguig City, Mretro Manila 1634
http://www.emstudios.co.uk/ Philippines

http://www.flipsidegames.net

Frogwares Game Options Limited
3 Avenue de la Pepiniere 147 Strathern Road
Fontenais sous Bois, Paris NA Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR
France United Kingdom
www.frogwares.com.ua www.gameops.co.uk

Gekido Design Group Inc Glass Hat Software Inc.
#208 - 402 W Pender St 2837 Einstein Way Apt 104
Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6 Orlando, FL 32826
Canada United States
http://www.gekidodesigns.com http://www.glass-hat.com

Heavyworks Studio Inferis Interactive
Str. Soseaua Giurgiului, Nr. 50A, Sector 4, Bucuresti, Romania 7000 Nahuel Huapí 1697
Bucuresti, NA 7000 Ituzaingó, Buenos Aires B1714DDG
Romania Argentina
http://www.heavyworksstudio.com/ http://www.inferisinteractive.com/

Kunoichi, Inc. NAVTEQ
4619 N. Ravenswood Ave. 222 Merchandise Mart Plaza
Suite #204 Suite 900
Chicago, IL 60640 Chicago, IL 60654
United States United States
www.kunoichi.com http://www.navteq.com

Nikitova LLC Pixeltek Gaming Solutions 
1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200 Shiv Sagar Estate, A Basement
Oak Brook, IL 60523 Dr Annie Besant Rd
United States Mumbai, Mumbai 400018
www.nikitova.com India

http://www.pixeltek.com

ROLTA INDIA LIMITED Sabarasa Entertainment srl
Rolta Tower 'A', Rolta Technology Park, 22nd street, MIDC Echeverria 1825 PB
Marol, Andheri (E), Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires C1428DRE
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093 Argentina
India http://www.sabarasa.com
www.rolta.com

SophSoft, Incorporated Swords & Circuitry Studios
Post Office Box 4936 10341 Limetree Lane
East Lansing, Michigan 48826-4936 Spring Valley, CA 91977
United States United States
http://www.sophsoft.com http://Neal.Hallford.com
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Tuna Technologies Twelve Interactive
Redlands Business Centre 2° Trav. Verdogne, 2
3-5 Tapton House Road Crotone, Italy 88900
Sheffield, S. Yorks S10 5BY Italy
United Kingdom www.twelvegames.com
http://www.tunatech.com

Wahoo Studios, Inc. Zeppelin Design
405 South 100 East 178 Mihai Bravu, bl 222, ap 24, S2, Bucharest 031456, Romania
Suite 13 Bucharest, not applyable 031456
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062 Romania
United States www.zeppelindesign.com
www.wahoo.com

Lantern Games Reinvented Inc
88 A Public Square 1047 Mississippi Street #8
Monmouth, IL 61462 San Francsico, CA 94107
United States United States
www.lanterngames.com www.reinventedinc.com

Abyss Lights Studio AeroHills
ul. P. Grigorenka 26 A, apt 206 Ukraine, Kyiv, Dovnar Zapolskogo 1
Kiev, Darnitskiy r/n 02068 Kyiv, Kyiv 04116
Ukraine Ukraine
www.abyss-lights.com aerohills.com

Anino Computer Entertainment Inc Anivista
unit 905 alpa 2 bldg., trade st., madrigal business park, 3 Cedarbrook Corp. Park
muntinlupa, national capital region 1101 Cranbury, New Jersy 08512
Philippines United States
www.aninoentertainment.com www.anivista.com

Anthony Robertson BITWEEN S.R.L:
2010 Campus Dr. Via Lura 43
APT #2406 RHO, Milan 20017
waco, TX 76705 Italy
United States http:((www.bitween.com
n/a

BTE Soft LLC Calaris Studios
24/2 Avtazavodskaya ul. Traktorowa 141/143
Kiev, Kiev 04074 Lodz, POLAND 91-201
Ukraine Poland
www.btesoft.com www.calaris.com

Chakra Interactive Critical Mass Interactive, Inc.
G-46 Dhanraja  Mahal 9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203
Chhatrapati Shivaja i Marg Austin, TX 78729
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400039 United States
India www.criticalmassinteractive.com
www.chakrainteractive.com

Csharks Devworks Game Technology
XIII/349, Opp. Municipal Bus Terminal, Nirmala College Road, Rua Funchal 203 CjC .31 Vila Olimpia
Muvattupuzha São Paulo, SP 04551904
Ernakulam, Kerala 686661 Brazil
India www.devworks.net
http://www.csharks.com

Digital Dimension Development E M Studios
n/a 307 West George St.
Moscow, Moscow Region n/a Glasgow, Lanarkshire G2 4LF
Russian Federation United Kingdom
http://www.d3company.com http://www.emstudios.co.uk/

Feeling Software FlipSide Games
T4-511, Place d'Armes Suite 751 HatchAsia GlobalCity Center
Montreal, QC H2Y2W7 Bonifacio SEZ
Canada Taguig City, Mretro Manila 1634
www.feelingsoftware.com Philippines

http://www.flipsidegames.net

Frogwares FRONTLINE Studios, Inc.
3 Avenue de la Pepiniere 27 Kosciuszki Street
Fontenais sous Bois, Paris NA Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079
France Poland
www.frogwares.com.ua http://www.frontstudios.com/

Game Options Limited Gekido Design Group Inc
147 Strathern Road #208 - 402 W Pender St
Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6
United Kingdom Canada
www.gameops.co.uk http://www.gekidodesigns.com

Getput Software Glass Hat Software Inc.
Andrade 9, 1st 3rd 2837 Einstein Way Apt 104
Barcelona, Barcelona 08018 Orlando, FL 32826
Spain United States
http://www.braingames.getput.com/ http://www.glass-hat.com

Global Technology Management Group globeCREATIVE, Inc.
5304 Lake Washington Blvd. NE Suite I 16152 Tyee
Kirkland, WA 98033 Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3440
United States United States
www.gtmg.net www.globecreative.com
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Mindfire Solutions Nikitova LLC
A16, MCIE 1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200
Mathura Road Oak Brook, IL 60523
New Delhi, India 110044 United States
India www.nikitova.com
www.mindfiresolutions.com

Nival Interactive Ringtail Studios
1030 Bacy Street Laki 19
Suite #4 Tallinn, Harjr umaa 12915
Santa Monica, CA 90405 Estonia
United States www.ringtail-studios.com
www.nival.com

Sabarasa Entertainment srl Santa Cruz Games
Echeverria 1825 PB 312 Lincoln Street
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires C1428DRE Suite A
Argentina Santa Cruz, CA 95060
http://www.sabarasa.com United States

www.santacruzgames.com

Signature Devices, Inc. SophSoft, Incorporated
1153 Bordeaux Drive Post Office Box 4936
Suite 211 East Lansing, Michigan 48826-4936
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 United States
United States http://www.sophsoft.com
http://www.signaturedevices.com/

Torc Interactive Trango Interactive
Drumhaggart Suite 307, Evacuee Trust Complex
Muff, Donegal Co. Donegal Aga Khan Road, F-5/1
Ireland Islamabad, Federal 44000
http://www.torcinteractive.com Pakistan

www.itrango.com

Tuna Technologies Twelve Interactive
Redlands Business Centre 2° Trav. Verdogne, 2
3-5 Tapton House Road Crotone, Italy 88900
Sheffield, S. Yorks S10 5BY Italy
United Kingdom www.twelvegames.com
http://www.tunatech.com

VirtualRay.ru Wahoo Studios, Inc.
6th Parkovaya Street, house 29A, flat 30 405 South 100 East
Moscow, Moscow 105043 Suite 13
Russian Federation Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
www.virtualray.ru United States

www.wahoo.com

Abyss Lights Studio AeroHills
ul. P. Grigorenka 26 A, apt 206 Ukraine, Kyiv, Dovnar Zapolskogo 1
Kiev, Darnitskiy r/n 02068 Kyiv, Kyiv 04116
Ukraine Ukraine
www.abyss-lights.com aerohills.com

Andy Brick Music Anino Computer Entertainment Inc
165 MIllard Ave unit 905 alpa 2 bldg., trade st., madrigal business park,
Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591 muntinlupa, national capital region 1101
United States Philippines
www.andybrick.com www.aninoentertainment.com

Audio Authorities Bamtang Games
906 Caruthers Ave apt #3 Juan Fanning 131
Nashville, tn 37204 Miraflores, Lima 18
United States Peru
www.audioauthorities.com www.bamtang.com

Beat Revolution Music + Sound Beats Universe Entertainment
12318 Ventura Court 176-16 134th Ave
Studio City, CA 91604 Jamaica, NY 11434
United States United States
www.beatrevolution.com www.beatsuniverse.20fr.com/index.html

BITWEEN S.R.L: Black Powder Media Inc.
Via Lura 43 1984 N.Main St. #204
RHO, Milan 20017 Los Angeles, CA 90031
Italy United States
http:((www.bitween.com http:/www.blackpowdermedia.com/

Blink Music C4 Digital Entertainment Inc.
129 Franklin Street Ste 123 120-11960 Hammersmith Way
Cambridge, MA 02139 Richmond, BC V7A 5C9
United States Canada
www.blinkscoring.com www.c4digital.com

Critical Mass Interactive, Inc. Detroit Chop Shop
9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203 P.O. Box 806
Austin, TX 78729 Sterling Heights, Michigan 48311
United States United States
www.criticalmassinteractive.com www.thedetroitchopshop.com

DOGMA Projectstudio - Music- & Audioproductions dSonic
Wetterbek 41 110 Pacific Ave Mall #213
na San Francisco, CA 94111
Kiel, Schleswig-Holstein 24107 United States
Germany www.dsonic.com
http://www.gamemusic.de
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Frogwares FRONTLINE Studios, Inc.
3 Avenue de la Pepiniere 27 Kosciuszki Street
Fontenais sous Bois, Paris NA Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079
France Poland
www.frogwares.com.ua http://www.frontstudios.com/

Game Options Limited Gekido Design Group Inc
147 Strathern Road #208 - 402 W Pender St
Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6
United Kingdom Canada
www.gameops.co.uk http://www.gekidodesigns.com

Getput Software GrapeVine Productions
Andrade 9, 1st 3rd 4444 Riverside Drive Suite 100
Barcelona, Barcelona 08018 Burbank, CA 91505
Spain United States
http://www.braingames.getput.com/ www.grapevineproductions.com

Lava Injection Studios Level4Music, LLC
47 Kloske Road 2011 Whitpain Hills
Burbank Blue Bell, PA 19422
Brisbane, Qld 4156 United States
Australia www.level4music.com
http://www.lavainjection.com

Magenta Box Pty Ltd Margarita Mix Hollywood
PO Box 397 6838 Romaine St.
Suite 9 950 Main Rd Hollywood, ca 90038
Eltham, Vic 3095 United States
Australia margmix.com
www.magentabox.com

mnemonic audio Monarch | GDCusa
44 pakington St 5290 W. Washington Blvd.
St Kilda Los Angeles, CA 90016
Melbourne, Victoria Australia United States
Australia www.GDCusa.com
www.mnemonicaduio.com

Music by the Metric Ton MUSYNC
3221 Cornwall Drive Folsom Street
Glendale, CA 91206 San Francisco, CA 94107
United States United States
www.musicbythemetricton.com http://www.musync.com

Nikitova LLC Opus 1 Music Libraryrr
1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200 12711 Ventura Blvd, Suite 170
Oak Brook, IL 60523 Studio City, CA 91604
United States United States
www.nikitova.com www.opus1musiclibrary.com

Outsource Media Pixeltek Gaming Solutions
Talisman House Shiv Sagar Estate, A Basement
13 North Park Road Dr Annie Besant Rd
Harrogate, N Yorks HG1 5PD Mumbai, Mumbai 400018
United Kingdom India
www.omuk.com http://www.pixeltek.com

Plastic Wax Santa Cruz Games
34 Tennyson Road 312 Lincoln Street
Breakfast Point Suite A
Sydney, NSW 2047 Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Australia United States
www.plasticwax.com www.santacruzgames.com

SophSoft, Incorporated Sound Sculpture, Inc.
Post Office Box 4936 25876 The Old Rd #194
East Lansing, Michigan 48826-4936 Stevenson Ranch, CA 91381
United States United States
http://www.sophsoft.com www.soundsculptureinc.com

Soundrama Music / Daniel Sadowski Torc Interactive
1111 81st SW Drumhaggart
Tacoma, WA 98498 Muff, Donegal Co. Donegal
United States Ireland
www.DanielSadowski.net http://www.torcinteractive.com

Twelve Interactive Xplosion Studios
2° Trav. Verdogne, 2 Ostgotagatan 7
Crotone, Italy 88900 Linkoping, Ostergotland 582 32
Italy Sweden
www.twelvegames.com www.xplosion.se

Zeppelin Design
178 Mihai Bravu, bl 222, ap 24, S2, Bucharest 031456, Romania
Bucharest, not applyable 031456
Romania
www.zeppelindesign.com

Lantern Games
88 A Public Square

, Monmouth, IL 61462
United States
www.lanterngames.com

Consulting Services
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Alcazar Entertainment Anivista
601 Van Ness Ave #E3314 3 Cedarbrook Corp. Park
San Francisco, CA 90069 Cranbury, New Jersy 08512
United States United States
www.ALCAZAR-ENTERTAINMENT.com www.anivista.com

Applied Gravity Inc Asorson Studios
Raffles Building 19744 Beach Blvd.
21st street avenue road #360
Kolkata, WB 700017 Huntington Beach, CA 92648
India United States
www.appliedgravity.net www.asorsonstudios.com

BITWEEN S.R.L: Critical Mass Interactive, Inc.
Via Lura 43 9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203
RHO, Milan 20017 Austin, TX 78729
Italy United States
http:((www.bitween.com www.criticalmassinteractive.com

Englobe Inc. Feeling Software
16363 130th Avenue SE T4-511, Place d'Armes
Renton, WA 98058-5514 Montreal, QC H2Y2W7
United States Canada
http://www.englobe.com www.feelingsoftware.com

FlipSide Games Game Options Limited
Suite 751 HatchAsia GlobalCity Center 147 Strathern Road
Bonifacio SEZ Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR
Taguig City, Mretro Manila 1634 United Kingdom
Philippines www.gameops.co.uk
http://www.flipsidegames.net

Gekido Design Group Inc Glass Hat Software Inc.
#208 - 402 W Pender St 2837 Einstein Way Apt 104
Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6 Orlando, FL 32826
Canada United States
http://www.gekidodesigns.com http://www.glass-hat.com

globeCREATIVE, Inc. Heavyworks Studio

16152 Tyee Str. Soseaua Giurgiului, Nr. 50A, Sector 4, Bucuresti, Romania 7000
Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3440 Bucuresti, NA 7000
United States Romania
www.globecreative.com http://www.heavyworksstudio.com/

International Development Group Kunoichi, Inc.
1631 Hyde Street 4619 N. Ravenswood Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94109 Suite #204
United States Chicago, IL 60640
www.idgconsulting.com United States

www.kunoichi.com

Magenta Box Pty Ltd Marshall Vandruff
PO Box 397 24656 Via Carlos
Suite 9 950 Main Rd Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-7604
Eltham, Vic 3095 United States
Australia http://www.marshallart.com
www.magentabox.com

Massive Black Inc. Monarch | GDCusa
842 Folsom St 5290 W. Washington Blvd.
Second Floor Los Angeles, CA 90016
San Francisco, CA 94107 United States
United States www.GDCusa.com
www.massiveblack.com

MUSYNC NAVTEQ
Folsom Street 222 Merchandise Mart Plaza
San Francisco, CA 94107 Suite 900
United States Chicago, IL 60654
http://www.musync.com United States

http://www.navteq.com

Nikitova LLC Nival Interactive
1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200 1030 Bacy Street
Oak Brook, IL 60523 Suite #4
United States Santa Monica, CA 90405
www.nikitova.com United States

www.nival.com

Pixeltek Gaming Solutions Prime Candidate Inc
Shiv Sagar Estate, A Basement 24045 Hatteras St.
Dr Annie Besant Rd Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Mumbai, Mumbai 400018 United States
India http://primecandidateinc.com/default.asp
http://www.pixeltek.com

Ringtail Studios Sabarasa Entertainment srl
Laki 19 Echeverria 1825 PB
Tallinn, Harjr umaa 12915 Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires C1428DRE
Estonia Argentina
www.ringtail-studios.com http://www.sabarasa.com

SeniorGameConsultants.com Signature Devices, Inc.
1228 15th Street #H 1153 Bordeaux Drive
Santa Monica, CA 90404 Suite 211
United States Sunnyvale, CA 94089
http://www.seniorgameconsultants.com United States

http://www.signaturedevices.com/
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Tuna Technologies Twelve Interactive
Redlands Business Centre 2° Trav. Verdogne, 2
3-5 Tapton House Road Crotone, Italy 88900
Sheffield, S. Yorks S10 5BY Italy
United Kingdom www.twelvegames.com
http://www.tunatech.com

Valkyrie Entertainment, LLC
900 1st Ave S
Suite 410
Seattle, WA 98134
United States
www.valent.us

Applied Gravity Inc BITWEEN S.R.L:
Raffles Building Via Lura 43
21st street avenue road RHO, Milan 20017
Kolkata, WB 700017 Italy
India http:((www.bitween.com
www.appliedgravity.net

Chakra Interactive Critical Mass Interactive, Inc.
G-46 Dhanraja Mahal 9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203
Chhatrapati Shivaja i Marg Austin, TX 78729
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400039 United States
India www.criticalmassinteractive.com
www.chakrainteractive.com

Dhruva Interactive Englobe Inc.
Domlur 2nd Stage, Bangalore, India 16363 130th Avenue SE
Bangalore 560 071 Renton, WA 98058-5514
NA, NA NA United States
India http://www.englobe.com
www.dhruva.com

Frogwares FRONTLINE Studios, Inc.
3 Avenue de la Pepiniere 27 Kosciuszki Street
Fontenais sous Bois, Paris NA Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079
France Poland
www.frogwares.com.ua http://www.frontstudios.com/

Game Options Limited Geebo Digital Studios
147 Strathern Road Mega-RMG3 Building 667 Sgt. Bumatay St
Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR Mandaluyong, Metro Manila 1550
United Kingdom Philippines
www.gameops.co.uk www.geebodigital.com

Global Technology Management Group Heavyworks Studio

5304 Lake Washington Blvd. NE Suite I Str. Soseaua Giurgiului, Nr. 50A, Sector 4, Bucuresti, Romania 7000
Kirkland, WA 98033 Bucuresti, NA 7000
United States Romania
www.gtmg.net http://www.heavyworksstudio.com/

Lambent Technologies Mindfire Solutions
Lambent IT Park, Harihar Nagar A16, MCIE
Besa Mathura Road
Nagpur, Maharashtra 441108 New Delhi, India 110044
India India
http://www.lambenttek.com/ www.mindfiresolutions.com

Monarch | GDCusa Nikitova LLC
5290 W. Washington Blvd. 1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90016 Oak Brook, IL 60523
United States United States
www.GDCusa.com www.nikitova.com

Nival Interactive Ringtail Studios
1030 Bacy Street Laki 19
Suite #4 Tallinn, Harjr umaa 12915
Santa Monica, CA 90405 Estonia
United States www.ringtail-studios.com
www.nival.com

ROLTA INDIA LIMITED SophSoft, Incorporated
Rolta Tower 'A', Rolta Technology Park, 22nd street, MIDC Post Office Box 4936
Marol, Andheri (E), East Lansing, Michigan 48826-4936
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093 United States
India http://www.sophsoft.com
www.rolta.com

Trango Interactive
Suite 307, Evacuee Trust Complex
Aga Khan Road, F-5/1
Islamabad, Federal 44000
Pakistan
www.itrango.com

Alcazar Entertainment Animation Farm
601 Van Ness Ave #E3314 321 West Ben White, Ste 106a
San Francisco, CA 90069 Austin, TX 78704
United States United States
www.ALCAZAR-ENTERTAINMENT.com www.theanimationfarm.com

Marketing & PR

Quality Assurance & Testing
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Critical Mass Interactive, Inc. FRONTLINE Studios, Inc.
9414 Anderson Mill Rd. #203 27 Kosciuszki Street
Austin, TX 78729 Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079
United States Poland
www.criticalmassinteractive.com http://www.frontstudios.com/

Geebo Digital Studios GrapeVine Productions
Mega-RMG3 Building 667 Sgt. Bumatay St 4444 Riverside Drive Suite 100
Mandaluyong, Metro Manila 1550 Burbank, CA 91505
Philippines United States
www.geebodigital.com www.grapevineproductions.com

Kunoichi, Inc. Level4Music, LLC
4619 N. Ravenswood Ave. 2011 Whitpain Hills
Suite #204 Blue Bell, PA 19422
Chicago, IL 60640 United States
United States www.level4music.com
www.kunoichi.com

Massive Black Inc. Signature Devices, Inc.
842 Folsom St 1153 Bordeaux Drive
Second Floor Suite 211
San Francisco, CA 94107 Sunnyvale, CA 94089
United States United States
www.massiveblack.com http://www.signaturedevices.com/

SophSoft, Incorporated Studio Tiga, Inc.
Post Office Box 4936 22375 Caminito Tecate
East Lansing, Michigan 48826-4936 Laguna Hills, CA 92653
United States United States
http://www.sophsoft.com www.studiotiga.com

Swords & Circuitry Studios Valkyrie Entertainment, LLC
10341 Limetree Lane 900 1st Ave S
Spring Valley, CA 91977 Suite 410
United States Seattle, WA 98134
http://Neal.Hallford.com United States

www.valent.us

Zeppelin Design
178 Mihai Bravu, bl 222, ap 24, S2, Bucharest 031456, Romania
Bucharest, not applyable 031456
Romania
www.zeppelindesign.com

Chakra Interactive Game Options Limited
G-46 Dhanraja  Mahal 147 Strathern Road
Chhatrapati Shivaja i Marg Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400039 United Kingdom
India www.gameops.co.uk
www.chakrainteractive.com

Margarita Mix Hollywood Prime Candidate Inc
6838 Romaine St. 24045 Hatteras St.
Hollywood, ca 90038 Woodland Hills, CA 91367
United States United States
margmix.com http://primecandidateinc.com/default.asp

Lantern Games Abyss Lights Studio
88 A Public Square ul. P. Grigorenka 26 A, apt 206
Monmouth, IL 61462 Kiev, Darnitskiy r/n 02068
United States Ukraine
www.lanterngames.com www.abyss-lights.com

AeroHills Chakra Interactive
Ukraine, Kyiv, Dovnar Zapolskogo 1 G-46 Dhanraja  Mahal
Kyiv, Kyiv 04116 Chhatrapati Shivaja i Marg
Ukraine Mumbai, Maharashtra 400039
aerohills.com India

www.chakrainteractive.com

Digital Dimension Development FRONTLINE Studios, Inc.
n/a 27 Kosciuszki Street
Moscow, Moscow Region n/a Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079
Russian Federation Poland
http://www.d3company.com http://www.frontstudios.com/

Gekido Design Group Inc Getput Software
#208 - 402 W Pender St Andrade 9, 1st 3rd
Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6 Barcelona, Barcelona 08018
Canada Spain
http://www.gekidodesigns.com http://www.braingames.getput.com/

Glass Hat Software Inc. Global Technology Management Group
2837 Einstein Way Apt 104 5304 Lake Washington Blvd. NE Suite I
Orlando, FL 32826 Kirkland, WA 98033
United States United States
http://www.glass-hat.com www.gtmg.net

IT & Web Services

Talent Placement
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www.mbsytech.com India
www.mindfiresolutions.com

Nikitova LLC ROLTA INDIA LIMITED
1110 Jorie Blvd. Suite 200 Rolta Tower 'A', Rolta Technology Park, 22nd street, MIDC
Oak Brook, IL 60523 Marol, Andheri (E),
United States Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093
www.nikitova.com India

www.rolta.com

Sabarasa Entertainment srl Signature Devices, Inc.
Echeverria 1825 PB 1153 Bordeaux Drive
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires C1428DRE Suite 211
Argentina Sunnyvale, CA 94089
http://www.sabarasa.com United States

http://www.signaturedevices.com/

SophSoft, Incorporated Tres3d
Post Office Box 4936 5105 Route 33
East Lansing, Michigan 48826-4936 Farmingdale, New Jersey 07727
United States United States
http://www.sophsoft.com http://www.tres3d.com

Velocity Networks Zeppelin Design
5155 Rosecrans Ave, Suite 300 178 Mihai Bravu, bl 222, ap 24, S2, Bucharest 031456, Romania
Hawthorne, CA 90250 Bucharest, not applyable 031456
United States Romania
www.vel.net www.zeppelindesign.com

Alcazar Entertainment Anino Computer Entertainment Inc
601 Van Ness Ave #E3314 unit 905 alpa 2 bldg., trade st., madrigal business park,
San Francisco, CA 90069 muntinlupa, national capital region 1101
United States Philippines
www.ALCAZAR-ENTERTAINMENT.com www.aninoentertainment.com

Anino Mobile Inc. Ballistic Pixel Lab, Inc.
55-a matahimik st. teachers village west, diliman 43 Skyline Dr
quezon city, national capital region 1101 Building 4000 Suite 3001
Philippines Lake Mary, FL 32746
www.aninomobile.com United States

www.balisticpixel.com

BITWEEN S.R.L: BLAM!
Via Lura 43 2700 19th St
RHO, Milan 20017 San Francisco, Ca 94110
Italy United States
http:((www.bitween.com www.blam.com

Calaris Studios Devworks Game Technology
ul. Traktorowa 141/143 Rua Funchal 203 CjC .31 Vila Olimpia
Lodz, POLAND 91-201 São Paulo, SP 04551904
Poland Brazil
www.calaris.com www.devworks.net

Eyetronics Feeling Software
3424 W. Carson St T4-511, Place d'Armes
Suite 210 Montreal, QC H2Y2W7
Torrance, CA 90503 Canada
United States www.feelingsoftware.com
www.eyetronics.com

FRONTLINE Studios, Inc. Gekido Design Group Inc
27 Kosciuszki Street #208 - 402 W Pender St
Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079 Vancouver, BC V6B 1T6
Poland Canada
http://www.frontstudios.com/ http://www.gekidodesigns.com

Glass Hat Software Inc. Global Technology Management Group
2837 Einstein Way Apt 104 5304 Lake Washington Blvd. NE Suite I
Orlando, FL 32826 Kirkland, WA 98033
United States United States
http://www.glass-hat.com www.gtmg.net

Marshall Vandruff Mindfire Solutions
24656 Via Carlos A16, MCIE
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-7604 Mathura Road
United States New Delhi, India 110044
http://www.marshallart.com India

www.mindfiresolutions.com

Motion Analysis Studios NAVTEQ
1041 N. Mansfield Ave 222 Merchandise Mart Plaza
Suite 100 Suite 900
Hollywood, CA 90038 Chicago, IL 60654
United States United States
www.mastudios.com http://www.navteq.com

Middleware/Product
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China www.nikitova.com
http://www.nexcom.com

Nival Interactive ROLTA INDIA LIMITED
1030 Bacy Street Rolta Tower 'A', Rolta Technology Park, 22nd street, MIDC
Suite #4 Marol, Andheri (E),
Santa Monica, CA 90405 Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093
United States India
www.nival.com www.rolta.com

Signature Devices, Inc. SophSoft, Incorporated
1153 Bordeaux Drive Post Office Box 4936
Suite 211 East Lansing, Michigan 48826-4936
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 United States
United States http://www.sophsoft.com
http://www.signaturedevices.com/

Studio Tiga, Inc. ThreeSixty Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

22375 Caminito Tecate
y-222, 2nd floor, Kimbarley Towers, 2ND Avenue, Anna Nagar West,
Chennai-600040

Laguna Hills, CA 92653
Threesixty Technologies Sdn Bhd, C111, CHIME, Enterprise Building
1,63000 Cyberjaya, Selangor

United States Chennai , Tamil Nadu 600040
www.studiotiga.com India

http://360-technologies.com/

Trango Interactive Tuna Technologies
Suite 307, Evacuee Trust Complex Redlands Business Centre
Aga Khan Road, F-5/1 3-5 Tapton House Road
Islamabad, Federal 44000 Sheffield, S. Yorks S10 5BY
Pakistan United Kingdom
www.itrango.com http://www.tunatech.com

VirtualRay.ru
6th Parkovaya Street, house 29A, flat 30
Moscow, Moscow 105043
Russian Federation
www.virtualray.ru

AeroHills FRONTLINE Studios, Inc.
Ukraine, Kyiv, Dovnar Zapolskogo 1 27 Kosciuszki Street
Kyiv, Kyiv 04116 Bydgoszcz, BYD 85079
Ukraine Poland
aerohills.com http://www.frontstudios.com/

Game Options Limited Phenomic Game Development
147 Strathern Road Binger Strasse 38
Dundee, Angus DD5 1BR Ingelheim, NA 55218
United Kingdom Germany
www.gameops.co.uk http://www.phenomic.net/

Full Developer
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